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ABSTRACT 

In Situ Quantitative Mechanical Characterization and Integration of 

One Dimensional Metallic Nanostructures 

by 

Yang Lu 

One dimensional (1-D) metallic nanostructures (e.g. nanowires, nanorods) have 

stimulated great interest recently as important building blocks for future nanoscale 

electronic and electromechanical devices. In this thesis work, gold and nickel nanowires 

with various diameters were successfully fabricated, and two dedicated platforms, based 

on (1) a novel micro mechanical device (MMD) assisted with a quantitative nanoindenter 

and (2) a TEM-AFM sample holder system, were developed and adopted to perform in 

situ tensile tests inside SEM and TEM on samples with diameter ranging from a few 

nanometers to hundreds nanometers. Size-dependent mechanical behavior and different 

fracture mechanisms of gold nanowires had been revealed and discussed. In addition, we 

discovered cold welding phenomenon for ultrathin gold nanowires (diameter < lOnm), 

which is anticipated to have potential applications in the future bottom-up integration of 

metallic I-D nanostructures and next-generation interconnects for extremely dense logic 

circuits. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1 

The mystery of measured mechanical strength for crystalline material lower than 

their predicted theoretical value has long been attributed to the dislocation mediated 

plastic deformation leading to the final failure [1]. Namely, the plastic deformation of 

crystalline material is thought to be controlled by dislocation processes such as 

multiplication, storage and interactions. When the volume of a crystalline sample gets 

smaller and smaller, such as in micro- and nano-scale metallic structures, two important 

changes start to emerge. The first one is the lower probability of pre-existing dislocations 

and less available dislocation sources. The second one is the increasing difficulty for 

dislocation multiplication, storage and interaction, due to the geometrical constraints. As 

a result, the conventional dislocation mediated plasticity is very likely no longer the 

dominant deformation process in geometrically-confined metals (such as metallic 

nanostructures) and contributions from other deformation mechanisms such as 

dislocation nucleation [2-4], twinning [5-7], interactions between twin and dislocations 

[5, 7] and stress assisted phase transformation [8-9] become increasingly important. 

These nanoscale deformation mechanisms represent a completely different paradigm 

compared to bulk scale dislocation multiplication and interaction based plastic 

deformation mechanisms. 

It is also well recognized that many other mechanical properties of materials deviate 

largely from their bulk counterparts when characteristic dimensions become sufficiently 

small [10]. Size-dependence in mechanical properties for metals at micron scale has been 
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well documented [11-15] in recent years. Size dependent plasticity and fracture behaviors 

of one-dimensional (I-D) metallic materials, especially at the nanometer length scale, 

have generated great interests [3, 8, 15-19] because of their important effects on 

assembly, performance and reliability of functional nano-electronic and nano

electromechanical-systems (NEMS) devices. Size-dependent mechanical study of I-D 

metallic nanostructures also possess exciting potentials for revealing the fundamental 

mechanisms responsible for physical origins of size effects in many important processes 

such as deformation, fracture and fatigue, as the length scale approaches atomic spacing. 

Therefore, the overall goal of this research is to systematically probe mechanical 

behaviors of I-D metallic structures at nanometer length scale (with diameters from a few 

nanometers to hundreds of nanometers) using advanced in situ quantitative 

characterization methodologies. Systematic studies of samples with different diameters 

using advanced in situ characterization tools capable of observing and following the 

initiation and evolution of these mechanical processes provide valuable insights into 

discoveries of how atomic structures could be manipulated in a predicable manner to 

enable development of new materials and novel functional structures, with performance 

close to ideal strength and high ductility and facture resistance which could function 

under extreme conditions with little property (mechanical, electrical..) degradation. 

1.1. One Dimensional Metallic Nanostructures 

Due to their interesting electrical, chemical, magnetic, optical and mechanical 

properties, one dimensional (I-D) nanoscale materials and structures (Figure 1-1), such 

as nanowires [20-26], nanobelts [25,27-28], nanorods [29-31] and nanotubes [26,32-35], 
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have been extensively investigated in the past two decades and widely considered as ideal 

candidates to be used in miniaturized devices such as sensors/detectors, actuators, 

electronic/optoelectronic devices, solar-cells/power generators, carriers of drugs [20-35] . 

Figure I-lOne-dimensional nanomaterials in our lab: (a) Ti02 nanotubes (scale bar 

1 um); (b) copper nanobelt (scale bar 2um); (c) gold nanorods (scale bar 3um); (d) single

wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) (scale bar 200nm) 

In particular, metallic 1-D nanostructure, such as metallic nanowires (NWs) and 

nanorods (NRs) , with diameters ranging from tens to hundreds nanometers, have 

stimulated great interest recently as important building blocks for future nanoscale 

electronic and electromechanical devices in various applications [36-38]. Recently, as 

current lithography for micro/nanofabrication industry may encounter a barrier when the 

critical feature size was approaching the limit (~20nm) [39] , "ultrathin" metallic 

nanowires [40] , such as gold [41-44] , silver [45-47], tellurium [48-49] palladium and 

platinum [49-50] nanowires with diameters less than 15nm, have been discovered and 

expected to potentially satisfy the stringent nanoelectronics requirements. Especially, 
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ultrathin gold nanowire with diameter less than 10nm has drawn considerable interest and 

been widely considered as promising candidate for next-generation interconnects and as 

active components in future nanoscale devices [38, 41 , and 51] , owing to its excellent 

electrical and mechanical properties as well as desired chemical inertness (Figure 1-2). 

Figure 1-2 Nanowire crossbar memory and ultrathin gold nanowires: (a) schematic 

illustration of a nanowire crossbar memory [38] ; (b) TEM image of six ultrathin gold 

nanowires with diameters ,....,9nm [41] ; (c) high resolution TEM image of an individual 

ultrathin gold nanowire with <111> growth orientation [41] 

In addition, the novel physical properties also make 1-D metallic nanostructures 

ideal candidates for other important applications in biological/chemical sensors [52-53] , 

gene/drug delivery [54] , photonic/waveguiding [55-56], and energy conversion devices 

[57]. For example, short gold nanowires (also known as "gold nanorods") have been 

extensively studied for their unique surface plasmon resonance and photothermal 

properties and already used in biosensing, molecular imaging and selective photothermal 
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therapy [58]. While for nickel nanowire, due to its unique magnetic properties, individual 

nickel nanowire can be precisely controlled and manipulated by external magnetic field, 

as shown in Figure 1-3, to serve various applications such as drug delivery and cell 

manipulation [59-61]. 

upper surface 
~-~-,~.~,--

Figure 1-3 Manipulation of nickel nanowires with controllable magnetic field: (a) 

Schematic of a Ni nanowire rotating horizontally in the X -Y plane; (b) ANi nanowire is 

propelled near a vertical wall (The scale bar is 50 J.!m). [60] 

Furthermore, by using their different surface binding effects for specific chemical 

or biological targets, researchers combined multiple metal segments into single 1-D 

metallic nanostructures (such as gold and nickel bimetal nanowires) to achieve 

remarkable new features that can be used in novel biomedical applications [62-64], such 

as controllable gene delivery [62] shown in Figure 1-4. 
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Figure 1-4 Illustration of multicomponent nanorod functionalization: spatially 

selective binding of DNA plasmids and transferring to AulNi multicomponent nanorods 

[62] 

However, the ability to achieve the full potential of aforementioned I-D metallic 

nanostructures and their related fascinating applications is ultimately limited by how 

these one-dimensional building blocks will behave at relevant length scales, in particular, 

their mechanical performance and reliability. 

1.2. Size-Dependent Mechanical Behavior 

In order to fully understand size effects in plastic deformation and fracture of low 

dimensional metallic nanomaterials and their related structures, it is necessary to review 

past work on metal whiskers, cylindrical pillars, micro-wires and nanowires. Early 

studies have shown that iron and copper whiskers with diameter down to a few 

micrometers have yield strengths that are over ten times that of the corresponding bulk 

materials [65]. This effect was interpreted as a decreased defect (dislocations) density 

resulting from reduced wire sizes [66]. In 1994, Fleck et al. [67] revisited this classical 
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experiment by performing tension and torsion experiments on copper wires of different 

diameters at micro-scales and observed strong size effects of yielding in torsion 

experiments but negligible effects in tension experiments. These observations were 

explained by non-local effects introduced by inhomogeneous deformation of torsion, and 

have stimulated large interests in the mechanics and materials community to investigate 

the effects of strain gradients on size dependent plasticity behavior and promoted the 

development of phenomenological strain gradient plasticity (SGP) theories [67-70]. The 

apparent discrepancy in tensile results of copper whisker [65] and copper wires [67] was 

attributed to the extremely low densities of stored dislocations in whiskers as a function 

of whisker diameter due to processing, which promoted dislocation initiation mediated 

yielding behavior as compared to dislocation multiplication induced yielding behavior in 

copper wires. 

To further investigate this hypothesis and also to uncover the transitions between 

these two mechanisms without the complications of strain gradients (loading conditions 

such as indentation, bending and torsion) and grain boundary (microstructural constraint) 

induced size effects, Nix group [15, 17, 18] and other researchers [71] recently performed 

a series of elegant experiments using micro-machined single crystal gold and nickel 

pillars with diameters ranging from a few microns to hundreds of nanometers that were 

uni-axially compressed by a flat nanoindenter punch. Again, it showed strong size effects 

with much higher yield stress for smaller pillars than the larger ones and their bulk 

counterpart without the presence of strain gradients (Figure 1-5). 
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A 150 

:E 
- 100 
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Figure 1-5 Size effect in mechanical behavior for nickel pillar under compression 

loading: (a) Stress-strain curves for sample ranging from 40 to 5J.lm in diameter, as well 

as the stress-strain curve for a bulk single crystal sample; (b) A scanning electron 

micrograph (SEM) image of a 20J.lm-diameter microsample tested to ~4O/o strain; (c) A 

SEM image of 5 J.lm-diameter microsample after testing, where the sample achieved 

~ 19% strain. [15] 

Based on these experiments, a conceptual postulation of "dislocation starvation" 

[18] was thought to be responsible for this apparent size dependent behavior, based on 

Gilman' s (1953) description of dislocation multiplication [72] which requires a critical 

traveling distance of dislocation before it can replicate itself. The smaller the pillar 

(especially below this critical length scale), the lower the probability of dislocation 

multiplication process will be, resulting higher yield stress which needs to be sustained 

by continuous dislocation nucleation events. Although it seems to be a plausible 

explanation to some observed experimental results, many important questions such as the 

exact type and location of dislocation sources, mechanisms by which mobile dislocations 
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interact with defects including processing induced surface defects and pre-existing 

dislocations, existence and mechanisms of hardening behavior especially under reversed 

loading, strain rate effects on yielding and flow behavior, as well as understanding of 

mechanism transitions from dislocation substructure to surface dislocation nucleation [2] 

remain unclear at the moment. Additionally, there have been concerns raised regarding to 

the sample preparation technique [73-74], experimental details [71, 75-76] for these 

micro-pillar compression experiments. Meanwhile, existing experiments on metal 

nanowires have largely focused on bending of suspended nanowires using AFM [16, 77-

78] and nanoindenter [79] which is non-ideal to identify underlying mechanisms as 

discussed earlier. Therefore, it is very important to develop robust uni-axial testing 

techniques for metal nanowires with well controlled crystalline structures and geometries, 

to unveil many important deformation and damage mechanisms at the nanoscale. 

1.3. Quantitative Mechanical Testing of 1-0 Nanostructures 

Before designing and developing systematic mechanical testing methodologies for 

I-D metallic nanostructures, it is necessary to review and understand the three major 

factors affecting size effects in mechanical behavior of metals: microstructural 

constraint, geometry constraint and loading configuration. Among these, the 

microstructural constraint is due to grain size effects described by the famous "Hall

Petch" relationship (the smaller the grain size, the stronger the materials) or the inversed 

"Hall-Petch" relationship for grain size of a few nanometers which have been extensively 

studied for bulk nanocrystalline materials [80-81]. Twin boundary effects [82-83] and 

phase transformation effects [84] are also important mechanisms in this category. The 
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geometry constraint is normally due to substrate/thin film interface and/or free surface 

effects, such as sample dimensions effects (wire diameters, film thicknesses, indenter 

penetrating depth etc.). It has recently been suggested that similar "Hall-Petch" type of 

relationship (with slope of -0.6 to -0.8 for FCC metals as compared to -0.5 of the regular 

"Hall-Petch" slope) also exists when one plots the normalized yield strength against the 

wire/pillar diameter [71]. A significant decrease in this slope has been predicted for 

nanowires with diameters below a few tens of nanometers due to the transition from 

collective dislocation dynamics to surface dislocation nucleation controlled plasticity by 

atomic simulations [4]. Finally, the proven effects of loading configuration or imposed 

strain gradient (i.e. in case of indentation loading, bending or torsion configurations) have 

been shown for metallic samples at meso and micron scales [14,67, 85 and 86]. To get a 

clear understanding of their individual contribution and therefore unambiguous 

underlying mechanisms, experiments need to be carefully designed to decouple the 

influences of the three factors whenever it is possible. 

For the first two factors, the template-based synthetic approach [60] was chosen 

for gold (Au) and nickel (Ni) nanowire fabrication for better control of the physical 

dimensions and crystalline structures (as discussed in detail in Chapter 2). This versatile 

method uses a porous membrane, such as anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) templates 

with diameters ranging from 20nm-300nm, as a scaffold to precisely control the size 

(including diameter and length) of one-dimensional wires made of many different types 

of materials. Later on, chemically synthesized ultrathin gold nanowires [41] were also 

used in this study, as they have with much smaller diameters and same <111> crystalline 
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orientation as the larger gold nanowires synthesized by the template method (see Chapter 

2). 

On the other hand, loading configuration poses more challenges as the traditional 

tensile testing for bulk metal samples cannot be simply adopted for nanowires due to their 

extreme small sample sizes, although significant progresses had been made in the past 

two decades for testing nanomaterials in various loading configuration. Here we firstly 

review some earlier experiments on quantitative tests of individual 1-D nanostructures 

with different loading geometries rather than tensile testing: 

Resonance and Vibration 

Due to the extreme small sizes of 1-D nanomaterials, direct mechanical testing was rather 

difficult. Earlier researchers developed some indirect measurements, for example, 

vibration test and resonance test. Treacy et al. [87] estimated the Young's modulus of 

multi-wall carbon nanotubes (NWCNTs) by measuring the amplitude of their thermal 

vibrations during in situ TEM imaging (Figure 1-6). In the test, the nanotubes were 

attached to the edge of a hole in 3mm-diameter nickel ring for TEM observation, with 

one end clamped and the other end free. The blurring of free end was monitored as a 

function of temperature on the nanotube. The Young's modulus was estimated from the 

envelop of the thermal vibration. On the other hand, based on mechanical resonance of 

the nanotube, Poncharal et al. measure the Young's modulus of MWCNTs [88]. In their 

experiment, AC voltage was applied to cause a time-dependent deflection. The elastic 

modulus was then estimated from the observed resonance frequencies. 
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Figure 1-6 Multi-wall carbon nanotube resonance test: Dynamic responses to alternate 

applied potentials, (a) absence of a potential, (b) at fundamental mode, and (c) at second 

harmonic mode [88] 

One of important applications of the nano-resonance is nanobalance. By attaching 

the nanopartic1e on the tip of the free end of the nanoresonator, Huang et al. [89] 

successfully measured the mass of a nanopartic1e with very high accuracy. Actually, 

nanoresonator balance had the highest resolution in nanoscale mass measurement. 

Bending and Curvature 

For direct measurement, one of the difficulties is to precisely align the sample. So 

by just fixing one end and performing mechanical actuation on another end, the difficulty 

of direct mechanical testing can be significantly reduced. So bending or curvature tests 

were of most popular measurement techniques in earlier years. For nano bending test, 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) is widely used. Generally, one can use atomic force 

microscope (AFM) to manipulate the I-D nanostructure sample, such as CNT, and bend 

it with its cantilever. The AFM was used on contact mode, and the tip of probe was used 

to apply lateral force at location along the tube to produce bending effect. 
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Figure 1-7 using AFM to conduct bending test on a nanotube [90] 

In Figure 1-7, we showed the concept how Wong et al. [90] measured the 

Young's modulus, strength and toughness ofNWCNTs and SiC nanorods using AFM in 

lateral force mode. In their tests, nanotubes or nanorods were dispersed randomly on a 

flat surface and pinned to the substrate by means of microfabricated patches. Then AFM 

probe select those well-fixed nanostructures and bended them transversely. Although this 

method is relatively easier to handle, it introduced the effect of adhesion and friction 

from substrate. Later on Walters et al. suspended the nanotube over a microfabricated 

trench and deflected the nanotubes vertically [91] . 

Compression and Buckling 

Aforementioned indentation/compression tests on micro- and submicron- sized 

metal pillars can be considered as a type of compression tests. Compression (or buckling) 

test, while fixing one end and deforming another end along the longitudinal direction, is 

more difficult than above bending/curvature tests. Shen et al. [92] used AFM to perform a 

compression test on MWCNTs. However, unlike metal pillars, CNT (or other sample 

with high aspect ratio), to maintain loading radical is very challenging and the accuracy 

then will be a problem in these tests using AFM cantilever. Recently, due to the 

development of nanoindenter, people can conduct better compression (buckling) tests on 
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the nanotubes with this new tool. Waters et al. [93] conducted the frrst shell buckling test 

on individual free standing MWCNT, by axial compression using a nanoindenter (Figure 

1-8). 

Figure 1-8 Shell buckling test of MWCNT with a nanoindenter: (a) illustration of the 

test;( b) a CNT being deformed; (c) the SEM image of a compressed nanotube; (d) the 

resultant indentation depth vs. load curve [93] 

Deflection and Torsion 

Once individual 1-D nanostructure sample was clamped frrmly on both ends, which 

was also challenging, deflection and torsion test could then be made possible. Wu et al. 

(Figure 1-9) performed systematically study on the mechanical properties by deflecting 

the center of gold nanowires which were crossed a trench and clamped by FIB on both 

ends [16]. 
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III 

Figure 1-9 Deflection of a gold nanowire with AFM: (a) Schematic of fixed wire in a 

lateral bending test with an AFM tip; (b) SEM image of a 200-nm Au nanowire 

suspended on a trench; (c) SEM image of a Au nanowire mechanically fixed by electron

beam-induced deposition ofPt lines. The scale bars on both images are 500 nm. [16] 

On the other hand, Williams et al. [94] introduced a microfabricated device which 

offers the possibility to conduct torsion test. They started with depositing metal pads by 

photolithography and alignment marks by electron beam lithography (EBL). The 

dispersion of the MWCNTs onto surface followed. Under scanning electron microscope 

(SEM), the location of the paddles can be determined carefully. The suspended paddles 

were deflected with an AFM installed inside the SEM (Figure 1-10). With the 

combination of AFM and SEM, applied force and paddle deflection could be measured 

directly. Assuming no bending, one could calculate the torque and corresponding rotation 

ofnanotubes (However, apparently, applied force by AFM did introduce bending effect). 
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Figure 1-10 Torsion test on a nanotube with a paddle attached at the center (the 

white arrow indicating the loading direction by an AFM cantilever [94] 

1.4. Design and Development of In Situ Tensile Test 

In addition to their compromised loading configuration, aforementioned 

quantitative mechanical testing of 1-D nanostructures were primarily carried out either ex 

situ or with low resolution microscopy techniques, such as SEM or AFM. For metallic 

nanowire testing, these methods generally lack real time monitoring on their 

crystalline/atomic structure, which did not permit a one-to-one correlation between 

mechanical data and internal structural evolution. Recently, a few in situ mechanical 

characterizations of individual nanowires with diameters from tens to hundreds of 

nanometers were realized inside TEM, under various loading geometries, such as bending 

[95] , buckling [96], and compression [97]. However, tensile testing remains the most 

efficient and easy-to-interpret testing method for measuring intrinsic mechanical 

properties and investigating fracture behavior of 1-D metallic nanostructures. On the 

other hand, in situ tensile testing on metallic nanowires poses significant challenges due 

to difficulties associated with sample clamping, alignment and accurate measurements of 

load and displacement. 
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One solution to perform in situ tensile tests on 1-D nanostructure is to develop 

micro electromechanical systems (MEMS)-based testing platforms for such a tensile test 

while the MEMS device itself could be small enough to fit into a TEM. Researchers had 

already developed various MEMS devices to perform in situ tensile tests on metallic (e.g. 

Pd, Cu, Co) nanowires/nanowhiskers and carbon nanotubes (Figure 1-11) [98-101], 

biological fibrils [102], and gold nano thin film [103]. However, these MEMS platforms 

relied on quite complicated setups that involved electro- or thermo-mechanical coupling 

and capacitance-based load measurement; its implementation is thus both expensive and 

challenging. Recently we designed and developed a simple micro mechanical device 

(MMD) [104-105], which was based on a pure mechanical "push-pull" actuation 

mechanism and relied on an independent nanoindenter to measure the load and 

displacement. Our simple design can significantly help minimize the sources of errors 

and reduce the cost for the device fabrication. We used this system to characterize gold 

and nickel nanowires with diameters ranging from tens to hundreds of nanometers, as 

described in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1-11 MEMS based in situ tensile testing system: (a) SEM image of the MEMS 

arrangement used to test the mechanical properties of various carbon nanotubes; (b) SEM 

image of a multiwalled nanotube bridging the gap between the actuator (left) and the load 

sensor; (c) TEM image of sample 1 after fracture. Paths E and F were used to create 

intensity profiles (e and f) on either side of the fracture to verify that only a single shell 

failed. [102] 

On the other hand, testing metallic nanostructures with sub-10nm diameter poses 

even more challenges, due to the difficulties associated with exceedingly small sample 

size. Due to the difficulty to manipulate and clamp sample inside TEM, early researchers 

had to prepare samples in situ by using either mechanically controllable break junction 

technique (MCBJT) (Figure 1-12) [106] or nanometer tip-substrate [107] / tip-tip [108] 

contact-then-withdraw technique to form nano-sized metal junction samples. 

Unfortunately the crystalline structure and orientation of these quasi-nanowire samples 
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prepared by these methods were not well-controlled, and sample diameters were non

uniform (ranging from a few Armstrong to a few microns). These drawbacks hindered 

quantitative characterization and understanding of the deformation and fracture 

mechanisms for metals at the ultra small scale. 

Figure 1-12 Mechanically controllable break junction technique (MCBJT) [106] 

In this thesis, we will present the first in situ quantitative tensile tests of ultrathin 

gold nanowires by using the dedicated TEM-AFM sample holder system. Rather than 

pulling randomly formed nanosized gold nano-junction, we successfully clamped 

individual pre-fabricated free-standing nanowires with well-controlled crystalline 

structures and orientations onto the AFM cantilever which acted as the force sensor, and 

performed quantitative tensile tests directly inside a HR TEM. In addition, unlike typical 

sample clamping methods involving focus ion beam (FIB) deposition which may 

introduce significant surface contamination [109] and local heat-induced spot welding 

which could potentially damage the initial sample structures and morphologies [110-
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112], we successfully used recently discovered cold welding phenomenon for ultrathin 

gold nanowires (Chapter 5), managed to overcome aforementioned difficulties and 

performed robust individual nanowire picking-up and clamping procedures repeatedly, 

allowing systematic study on tensile and fracture behaviors of ultrathin gold nanowires 

(Chapter 4). 

1.5. Organization of the Thesis 

In summary, with the MMD (micro mechanical device) and TEM-AFM 

platforms, we are now able to performed in situ tensile tests in SEM and TEM for 

metallic (Au, Ni) nanowires with a wide range of diameters (from a few nanometers to 

hundreds of nanometers) and well-controlled crystalline structures, which allows the 

systematic study on size-dependent mechanical behavior of 1-D metallic nanostructures. 

The organization of the thesis will be: 

In Chapter 2, gold and nickel nanowire samples with different diameters and well 

controlled crystalline structures as well as some novel 1-D nanostructures (e.g. porous 

gold nanorods), were successfully synthesized via template-assist electrochemical 

deposition method. 

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, in situ tensile mechanical study of gold and nickel nanowires 

with different diameters was presented. In particular, we showed the development and 

usage of the micro mechanical devices for in situ tensile testing of gold and nickel 

nanowires with larger diameters (~100-300nm) in SEM and TEM in Chapter 3. By using 

the dedicated TEM-AFM platform, in situ tensile tests of ultrathin gold nanowires 

(diameter less than 15nm) were carried out and discussed in Chapter 4. 
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In Chapter 5, cold welding of ultrathin gold (and silver) nanowires and its application in 

future integration of I-D nanostructures was demonstrated. Quantitative in situ 

mechanical and electrical measurements were also carried out to examine the welding 

quality. 

Conclusion and future work were discussed in the Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Fabrication of 1-0 Metallic Nanostructures 

2.1. Template-Assist Electrodeposition of Metallic Nanowires with 

Different Diameters 

Metallic nanowires, such as gold and nickel nanowires with different diameters, 

were fabricated by electro-chemical deposition using nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide 

(AAO) templates [113-114]. Via careful control of the anodization conditions and 

processes [115], AAO templates with ordered channels having uniform pore size ranging 

from tens of nanometers to hundreds nanometers were fabricated. The channel depths 

(thicknesses of AAO templates) were usually about 40-50um, which will be the upper 

limit of the nanowire lengths. Room temperature electro-chemical deposition of metallic 

nanowires, such as nickel nanowires, into the AAO templates was accomplished using a 

two-electrode system (Figure 2-1) with a graphite counter electrode at room temperature, 

under a DC power supply (Extech™, using voltage around O.8-1.5V, current about 

O.OIA). 
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Figure 2-1 Experimental setup for template-assisted electrodeposition of nickel 

nanowires 

Before deposition, a layer of silver (l-2Jl.m) was sputtered on one side of the AAO 

membrane, which served as the working electrode. The reason to choose silver was 

because it could be easily etched by nitric acid. The silver target was obtained from 

ESPI-metals™ Company (4N purity). The AAO membrane was mounted on a copper 

plate using insulating electrical tape with the conductive metal-coated side facing the 

copper. The tape covered the remaining copper plate and prevented unwanted deposition. 

The electrolytes used for gold and nickel were commercially available electroplating 

solutions (Technic TM): For nickel plating solution, the Watts Nickel Pure ™ which 

containing NiS04 and NiCh.6H20 was used; for gold plating solution, the Orotemp ™ 

plating solution, containing K[Au(CN)4], was used. 
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(b) 

Figure 2-2 Growth of gold and nickel nanowires inside AAO channels: (a) cross

section view of Au NWs inside AAO channels (the "white" silver back-coating layer 

acting as the working electrode); (b) top view ofNi NWs grown out from AAO template 

Figure 2-2 shows the growth of nanowires inside AAO channels. Once voltage 

was applied, metal deposited within the channels from the bottom, where silver thin film 

was coated and served as working electrode. Since the electric current was kept constant, 

the length and the diameter of the as-made nanowires could be precisely controlled by the 

electroplating time and the pore size of the AAO template, respectively. For example, in 

present work, we successfully made nickel nanowires with diameter ranging from ---30-

300nm in diameter, with average lengths up to 30-40J.lm, as shown in Figure 2-3. 
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(b) 

(d) 

Figure 2-3 Fabrication of Ni NWs with diameter ranging from ,-...30-300nm 

Eventually, freestanding Ni and Au nanowires were obtained by wet etching off 

the silver back-coating with 4M nitric acid and fully dissolving the AAO template in 6M 

NaOH solution as shown in Fig. 2-4. Released free-standing nanowires were usually 

stored in alcohol to prevent possible oxidization, especially for nickel nanowires. 
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To ensure the chemical composition of the nanOWlre samples, EDX (Energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) was performed and the results were shown in Figure 2-5 

for nickel and gold nanowires, respectively. It must be noted that, the free-standing 

nanowire were dispersed on silicon wafer substrates, as a result of which Si peaks can be 

seen in both spectrums. 
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Figure 2-5 Free-standing nanowires and EDX analysis: (a) free-standing Ni NWs on a 

lacey-carbon TEM grid and EDX spectrum for free standing Ni NWs on Si substrate; (b) 

free-standing Au NW s on Si substrate and corresponding EDX spectrum 

In addition to gold and nickel, we also fabricated other 1-D metallic nanostructure 

such as Fe, Co, Ag nanowires and nanorods for various applications, such as catalyst for 

CNT growth. Furthermore, by alternating the plating solution, we could fabricate 

multi component I multi segmental nanowires, such as Ni/AulNi nanowires (as shown in 

Figure 2-6), for drug/gene delivery applications (as mentioned in Chapter 1). 
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Figure 2-6 Multi-segmental Nil AulNi nanowires with diameter ---200nm 

2.2. Macroscopically Controllable Fabrication of Porous Gold 

Nanorods 

Nanoporous metals have been exploited for a wide range of application that take 

advantage of their extremely high surface-to-volume ratio. Among porous metals, 

nanoporous gold (np-Au) has attracted special attention from the scientific community 

due to their catalytic activity [116-117] , biosensing [118], surface plasma resonance 

[119] , mechanical properties [120] and biocompatibility [121]. On the other hand, as 

discussed in Chapter 1, low-aspect-ratio gold nanostructures, such as gold nanorods [58]/ 

nanodisks [122] /nanocone [123] and nanoshells [124] have drawn considerable attention 

in recent years owing to their unique and favorable optical properties [58, 125] and strong 

affinity to biomolecules. For example, Mitamura [126] et al have proved that rod shaped 

nanoparticles display more valuable optical properties than spherical or cylindrical ones. 

For instance, while spherical gold particles have only one surface plasmon band (at 510-

575nm) depending on size and dielectric environment, nanorods provide two intrinsic 
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(transverse and longitudinal) bands [58, 127]. In this work, we developed a low-cost 

high-throughput fabrication process for nanoporous gold nanorods, trying to combine the 

advantages from both nanoporous structure and low-aspect-ratio "rod" structure. 

This three-step fabrication process is shown in Figure 2-7. More importantly, we 

intentionally over grow the nanowires to form a metal-AAO-metal sandwich structure for 

real time I-V measurements during the fragmentation stage, in order to monitor and 

control the fragmentation of nanowires into nanorods. 

1. an empty AAO 
template 

111111111I 
- ~ ~ 

- .... .... 

n 2. backside 
~ coated with silver - - r-

- - .... 
+ 

'"'--+ 
Counter electrode 

4. over growth of Au/Ag nanowires 

6. releasing of Au/Ag alloy nanowires 

7. porous gold nanorods after de-alloying 

Figure 2-7 Fabrication and fragmentation process for porous gold nanorods 

Step!: Electrodeposition of Au-Ag alloy nanowires 

Room temperature electrodeposition of Au-Ag alloy nanOWlres into the 

nanotemplates was accomplished using a two-electrode system with a graphite counter 
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electrode at room temperature under a DC power supply (Extech™, ranging from 0-30V, 

O.OO-I.OOA). Here, we use the commercially available AAO templates (Anodisc ™ 

Whatman, Inc) with a pore diameter of 200-300nm. Before electrodeposition, a layer of 

silver (l-2um) was sputtered on one side of the AAO membrane, which served as the 

working electrode. The electrolyte was prepared by mixing commercial Au (Technic™ 

Orotemp®) and Ag (Technic™, major component K(Ag(CN)2 ) electroplating solutions 

with a molar ratio of Au+IAg+ = I:2 (for a target porosity around 66.67%). 

It might be noted that, nanowires were usually intentionally over grown, which 

resulted in a unique metal-AAO-metal "sandwich" structure. The over-growth Au! Ag 

layer, along with the silver back-coating layer on the other side of AAO templates, served 

as electrodes during following I-V measurements in Step 2. 

Figure 2-8 SEM image and EDX analysis of Aul Ag alloy nanowires in AAO 

templates 

Step2: Fragmentation with in situ I-V measurement 

The fragmentation of Au! Ag nanowires into nanorods was accomplished by 

subjecting the templates containing the Au-Ag-alloy nanowires ("sandwich" structure) to 
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multiple cycles of annealing and rapid cooling. The fragmentation mechanism is based on 

Rayleigh instability [128, 129] as well as the geometrical confmement provided by 

nanosized channels [130] , as illustrated in Figure 2-9 (a). As mentioned previously, the 

nanowires were confmed inside AAO channels and covered with metal layers on both 

ends. Once samples underwent a series of heating-then-cooling cycles between Ta 

=940°C (the optimum Ta was determined by experiments and should be aroundlbelow 

the melting points for gold (1064°C) and silver (961°C)) and Tc=room temperature, the 

entire nanowires decayed into a chain of nanorods within the nanochannels of the 

template, as shown in Figure 2-9 (b) and (c). 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 2-9 Fragmentation of Auf Ag allow nanowires into Aul Ag nanorods within 

the geometry confinement of AAO channels: (a) the Rayleigh instability inside AAO 
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channels; SEM images of Au! Ag nanOWlres (b) before and (c) after fragmentation 

process 

More importantly, with the unique metal-nanowires in AAO-metal "sandwich" 

structure, we were able to perform in situ I-V measurements for the metal-coated 

template with nanowire/nanorod inside. The basic idea (as shown in Figure 2-10) is that, 

for fully grown nanowires, the whole piece of sample would be expected highly 

conductive, with very low electrical resistance; however, as more and more nanowires 

broke into discontinuous nanorods, the electrical resistance of the whole piece would 

increase; eventually, as all nanowires would be broken into discontinuous nanorods, with 

the conductivity approaching close to zero (since AAO is non-conductive). 

Figure 2-10 shows the results of one of the successful experiments containing four 

I-V curves with decreased slopes (i.e. electrical conductivities) after each heating-and

rapid cooling. The curve with black squares showed the I-V measurement for original 

"sandwich" sample before fragmentation process and the bottom curve (with blue 

triangles toward downside) showed the final state with almost zero conductivity (slope 

was almost zero), a trend which appeared to be in agreement to the theoretical prediction. 
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Figure 2-10 In situ I-V measurement for macroscopically monitoring the 

fragmentation process (the right curves were experimental data) 

Step3: De-alloying process 

Once the Au! Ag alloy nanorods were liberated by dissolution of the AAO 

templates, using a 6M NaOH solution, the silver component of the nanorods were then 

etched away using concentrated nitric acid. This is the so called "de-alloying" process 

[121] , with final products containing only gold component in the porous structure. Figure 

2-11 shows the resultant porous gold nanorods under SEM and TEM imaging. 
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(b) 

(d) 

Figure 2-11 Microstructure of porous gold nanorods: (a) SEM image of a porous gold 

nanorod (~200-300nm in diameter and 1.42).!m in length); (b) low magnification SEM 

image showing the dispersion of free-standing porous gold nanorods on substrate; (c) 

TEM image of a porous gold nanorod on lacey carbon support film; (d) high 

magnification TEM image showing the porosity of the nanorod in (c). 

In summary, we have developed a macroscopically controllable, high throughput 

and cost-effective method for the synthesis of porous gold nanorods. This technique can 

produce large quantity porous gold nanorods with uniform diameters and porosity, which 
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may be used as a method for low cost industry-scale synthesis of porous gold nanorods 

for potential biomedical applications, such as cell image contrast agents or drug delivery. 

2.3. Crystalline Structure Analysis of Gold and Nickel Nanowires 

with Different Diameters 

In order to study the deformation mechanisms of as-fabricated metallic 

nanowires, it is necessary to perform microstructure analysis to understand the crystalline 

structures of these samples. For metallic nanowires, we performed selected area 

diffraction (SAD) on multiple locations along the individual nanowire sample inside 

TEM. By analyzing corresponding diffraction patterns, we were able to determine their 

crystalline structures and growth orientations. 

First of all, for all Au nanowire samples (as shown in Figure 2-12), regardless of 

their diameters, multiple SAD analysis confirmed that they were single crystals with 

[111] orientation. 

Figure 2-12 TEM image of an Au NW with corresponding selected area diffraction 

(SAD) pattern. This 200nm-diameter gold nanowire grows with a [111] orientation, 

while the zone direction being (211). 
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While for the Ni NW s in present study, samples can be roughly divided into three 

groups based on their diameters: small diameter (~30-50nm), medium diameter (~80-1 00 

nm) and large diameter (---200-300 nm) ones. The TEM select area diffraction (SAD) 

analysis (Figure 2-13) of individual NWs indicated that medium diameter (---80-100nm) 

Ni NW s were single crystals with the [111] growth orientation while the large diameter 

(---200-300nm) Ni NWs were single crystal with [112] orientation [33]. 

Figure 2-13 TEM image of Ni NWs with corresponding selected area diffraction 

(SAD) patterns: (a) a single crystal 100nm-diameter Ni nanowire grows along [111] 

direction; (b) a single crystal 300nm-diameter Ni nanowire with a [112] orientation 

More interestingly, for the third group, i.e. small diameter Ni nanowires (D< ---

50nm), they were no longer in single crystalline structures. Instead, we observed unique 

twin structures in these samples by HRTEM imaging (Figure 2-14). 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2-14 Twin structures found in Ni NWs with diameters less than 50nm: (a) 

HR TEM image of a nanowire with parallel twins along the wire direction; (b) the 

magnified view of parallel twin structure in the square area in (a); (c) HRTEM image ofa 

nanowire with five-fold twin structure; (d) the corresponding fast Fourier transformation 

(FFT) image from the square area in (c), indicating the ten-fold symmetry. 
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The parallel twin structure in nanocrystalline materials has drawn considerable 

interests in the recent years [131], while five-fold twin was even more rarely reported for 

metals with high stacking fault energy, such as nickel [132]. While the underlying 

mechanisms for the formation of twin structures remain elusive, it would be definitely 

interesting to characterize their mechanical and electrical properties, which will be one of 

potential future research directions. 
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3.1. A Multi-step Method for In Situ Mechanical Characterization of 1-

D Nanostructures Using a Novel Micromechanical Device 

3.1.1. Introduction 

One-dimensional nanostructures, such as metallic nanOWlres and carbon 

nanotubes, have stimulated great interest recently as important building blocks for 

nanoscale electronic and electromechanical devices used in various applications. 

However, the ability to achieve the full potential of these fascinating technologies is 

ultimately limited by how these one-dimensional nanomaterials will behave at relevant 

length scales. Although significant progresses have been made on mechanical testing of 

1-D nanostructures using existing techniques such as AFM based bending methods [16, 

78, 104, 133], performing direct uni-axial nanomechanical characterization of an 

individual nanowire or nanotube, still remains a challenge. 

Numerous MEMS devices developed to perform mechanical testing on I-D and 

2-D nanostructures have recently emerged due to the following reasons: (1) Knowledge 

of MEMS technology accumulated in the past decades have enabled the development of a 
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wide range of device designs for different testing purposes and configurations, with 

excellent statistical representations; (2) The compact size of a MEMS device makes it 

ideal to test samples with nanometer dimensions. This property also makes them suitable 

for in situ testing within various microscope vacuum chambers; (3) The quantitative 

nature and high displacement/force resolution obtainable through MEMS device based 

measurements makes them especially attractive for nanomechanical testing. Due to the 

large amount of literature available in this area, only a brief review of some 

representative devices specifically designed for nanomechanical testing of samples with 

nanometer dimensions will be given. 

There are two broad categories of design concepts for MEMS based 

nanomechanical testing platforms in terms of actuation and sensing mechanisms: one 

relies on external equipment for loading or sensing, and the other has built-in on-chip 

actuators and/or sensors. The MEMS-based in-situ TEM tensile testing bed developed by 

Haque and Saif [103] to characterize free-standing nanoscale thin films is an example of 

a device that falls under the first category. Also falling under the same category are the 

polysilicon MEMS structures fabricated by Boyce et al. [135] in order to study strength 

distributions in freestanding polysilicon layers. Another example of this type of devices is 

a MEMS test bed using external AFM piezoelectric actuation and optical digital image 

correlation method for displacements measurements [136]. On the other hand, Zhu et al. 

[100] designed an on-chip nanoscale tensile testing platform for testing ID 

nanostructures and thin films that consisted of a thermal/electrostatic actuator for load 

application and a differential capacitance load sensor for displacement and load 

measurement. Muhlstein et al. [137] developed a fatigue testing platform that consisted of 
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an electrostatically actuated comb drive actuator and a capacitive displacement sensor. 

Kahn et al. [138] designed a comb-drive based MEMS device to test nanoscale biological 

materials, in which electrostatic actuation was again used to drive the shuttles across 

which the samples were clamped, while simple cantilever beams were used to monitor 

the force applied on the specimen. All three of the latter are examples of devices that fall 

under the second category. Devices falling under either of these two categories of 

MEMS-based nanomechanical testing platforms have their own set of advantages and 

disadvantages and they both offer numerous possibilities to test nanoscale samples with 

considerable accuracy. 

Recently we designed and fabricated a micromechanical device, which in 

conjunction with a quantitative nanoindenter can perform uni-axial tensile testing on 1-D 

nanoscale samples [139], using established micro-fabrication processes. Using this 

device, compressive force applied by a quantitative in situ SEMITEM nanoindenter can 

be converted into pure tension loading at the sample stages in order to mechanically 

deform a one-dimensional nanoscale sample, such as a nanotube or a nanowire. At the 

same time, the underlying deformation process could be monitored by high resolution 

electron microscopy. It is noted that similar push-to-pull idea was explored in the past 

such as the Theta sample development [140, 141] and a method to measure intrinsic 

strain in thin films [142]. Our preliminary finite element analysis (FEA) showed that the 

force vs. displacement curves for the tested samples can be obtained independently from 

the readings of the nanoindenter using simple conversion factors. For example, for a 5 

~m long Ni nanowire sample having a 300nm diameter, the force conversion factor, 

defined here as the ratio of the force acting on the sample to the force applied by the 
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indenter on the top shuttle in the negative y direction (see Figure 1), was found to be 

0.666 and the displacement conversion factor, defined here as the ratio of the 

nanoindenter tip displacement to the sample stage displacement (in the presence of a 

sample i.e. the nanowire, sample stage displacement can be interpreted as the elongation 

of the sample) [139], was found to be ~ 0.987. Both these values were obtained via FEA 

modeling (the Young's modulus of the Ni nanowires was assumed to be the same as that 

of bulk Ni i.e. 200GPa). Both these conversion factors remain valid, though not 

extremely accurate, for metal nanowires having dimensions similar to the one described 

above and having a Young's modulus value greater than ~ 100GPa. However, our in

depth FEA indicated that this simple relationship will no longer hold when testing 

samples have relatively low Young's modulus. Under these conditions, forces vs. 

displacement curves derived from the nanoindenter readings using the aforementioned 

conversion factors will no longer be accurate. In order to address this issue, we present a 

multi-step method which would enable the use of this device for the characterization of a 

wide range of samples with considerable accuracy. Briefly, the first step involves 

making suitable corrections to the parameters of the FEA model of a device, such that its 

behavior closely resembles that of the actual device (without a mounted sample). This 

step is to make sure our FEA model is properly calibrated against the real device 

performance and is ready for subsequent analyses. Subsequently, the second step is taken 

because the FEA simulated stiffness of the sample loaded device will depend on sample 

modulus and this relationship needs to be explicitly established in order to accurately test 

a material with unknown material properties. A series of virtual experiments must be 

conducted using a device loaded with virtual samples with varying Young's moduli. The 
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FEA simulated system stiffness obtained (Ks, defined as the force applied by the 

nanoindenter divided by the nanoindenter displacement in the presence of a mounted 

sample on the device) must then be plotted as a function of sample Young's modulus. 

The Young's modulus for a real sample with unknown material properties can thus be 

determined from above plot, using the Ks value derived from the linear portion of force

displacement curve of an actual nanoindenter driven experiment. In the third and final 

step, another FEA simulation must be performed using the previously determined "true" 

sample Young's modulus in order to obtain the actual force and displacement conversion 

factors for this specific sample. We can then use these conversion factors to 

independently obtain the complete experimental force vs. displacement curve for the 

aforementioned sample. Additionally, in this paper, we also aim to discuss the range of 

sample Young's modulus within which the device can be operated with acceptable 

accuracy using fixed conversion factors. It is worth noting that, compared to the force 

conversion factor which relies solely on FEA simulations, the displacement conversion 

factor is less problematic since the sample elongation could be detected and measured 

directly inside SEM or TEM from image analysis. It is for this reason that we chose to 

focus on the force conversion factor determination in this paper. 
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Nanoindenter head 
~ L 

x 

Figure 3-1 Schematic of the micromechanical device 

3.1.2. Micromechanical Device Development and Modeling 

The devices described in this paper were developed to perform quantitative tensile 

experiments on 1-D nanostructures to avoid potential buckling instability of samples with 

high aspect ratio. It is a passive type of a MEMS device where application and 

measurement of load and displacement can be realized with the aid of a quantitative 

nanoindenter housed within the vacuum chamber of a SEM or a TEM. The force and 

displacement resolution of the nanoindenter lies in the order of a few tens of nano-

Newtons and a few angstroms respectively. The geometry of the device is shown in 

Figure 3-1. It basically consists of a pair of movable shuttles (as the sample stage) that 
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are attached to a top shuttle VIa 60° inclined freestanding chevron beams. Devices 

investigated in this work were fabricated on <100> oriented p-doped silicon on insulator 

(SOl) substrates, with 9.5 J..tm thick device layer. The fabrication scheme adopted 

involved the use of dicing lines on the masks such that individual devices could be 

isolated from the wafers on 2 nun x 3 mm pieces, which could in turn be fitted onto a 

TEM sample holder. A window under the specimen area of the device was micro

fabricated to ensure electron beam transparency for in situ TEM experiments and to also 

facilitate nanoindenter head positioning (Figure 3-2). 

Figure 3-2 SEM image showing the geometry of the fabricated device and the 

nanoindenter tip. Arrows show the direction of movement of the top shuttle and sample 
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stage shuttles upon load application. The inset shows a close up image of a mounted Ni 

nanowire sample 

The actuation mechanism for the devices involves the usage of a nanoindenter 

inside a SEM or a TEM to apply a load on the top shuttle of the device in the vertical (Y) 

direction. Four sets of symmetrical inclined beams transform the vertical motion of the 

top shuttle into a horizontal (X) translation of the sample stage shuttles. Proper alignment 

of the nanoindenter head would result in the sample stage shuttles moving symmetrically 

in the negative Y direction, thus ensuring that the sample, clamped across the sample 

stage shuttles, experiences axial tensile loading in X direction (Figure 3-2). The system is 

purely mechanical as opposed to most of the existing techniques that involve electro

mechanical or thermo-mechanical coupling. The simple design helps minimize the 

sources of errors, and the use of a quantitative nanoindenter ensures reliable results with a 

sufficiently high resolution [139]. 

The device behavior under mechanical loading, both in the presence or the 

absence of a mounted virtual sample, was modeled using FEA (ANSYS TM) in order to 

determine the relationship between the load applied by the nanoindenter and the force 

acting on the sample stage/sample, and the relationship between nanoindenter tip/top 

shuttle displacement and sample stage displacement/sample elongation. The modeling 

was done using the plane stress model employing a device layer thickness of 9.5 J..lm. The 

Plane 42 elements meshing were employed in our current study. More complex Plane 82 

elements were also employed and it was found that there was no significant difference 

between these two elements for this device. The devices were assumed to be operating in 
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the linear elastic regime and the material properties were assumed to be isotropic. For all 

analyses, the Young's modulus and Poisson' s ratio of silicon were assumed to be 160GPa 

(value obtained via independent nanoindentation experiments conducted on the actual 

device) and 0.278 [143] respectively. A 5 J.!m long virtual nanowire with a 300nm 

diameter was used to model the device behavior in the presence of a mounted sample. 

Figure 3 -3 shows the meshing of the device as well as a clamped virtual nanowire 

sample. 

Figure 3-3 Finite element meshing of the micromechanical device clamped with a 5-

micron long nanowire (The inset shows a close up image of a mounted nanowire sample 

between two sample stage shuttles) 
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3.1.3. Multi-step Methodology Development 

Step 1: FEA Model Calibration In order to calibrate our finite element model 

constructed based on design parameters against the behavior of actual device, calibration 

experiments were done on devices with no sample mounted. This first step is necessary 

since the geometrical dimensions of the fabricated device generally differ from the 

original design due to the anomalies introduced by the fabrication process. By varying the 

thickness and other geometrical parameters(such as chevron beam width) using 

measurements obtained from actual device and then compare the simulated and 

experimental force-displacement curves, we calibrated the FEA model of device and 

make sure its behavior during virtual experiments closely resembles that of the actual 

device in the absence of a mounted sample, e.g. the device stiffness (Kd, the force applied 

by the indenter divided by the resulting displacement of the indenter head for a device 

without a mounted sample on it) obtained in simulation closely follow ~ from the actual 

calibration experiment (Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-4 Measured and simulated micromechanical device calibration profile 

(blue triangles show the experimental data from one nanoindentation test on an empty 

device, and red squares show FEA data of the calibrated model) 

Figure 3-5 shows the X and Y nodal displacement contour for a device, without a 

mounted sample on it, upon load application on the top shuttle. The X direction 

displacement contour shows that two shuttles move in opposite directions along X axis 

upon load application. With testing specimen loaded, this value can be naturally 

considered as the extension of the sample. The Y direction displacement contour was 

used to calculate the device stiffness Kd. For example, the stiffness Kd of one particular 

micromechanical device was determined to be ~ 438N/m by averaging the results of 
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several independent indentation experiments on device without mounted sample on it. 

After making a few adjustments according to the actual measurement of the as-made 

devices, such as beam width and thickness, to the dimensions of the FEA model of the 

device, a similar value for Kd was obtained via simulation. 

NODAL SOLUTION 

STEP=l 
SUB =1 
TIME=l 
UX (AVG) 

MAR 31 2008 
20:33:04 

-.992754 -.5489~3 -.~05072 .338769 .782609 
-.770833 -.326993 .~~6848 . 560689 1.005 

(a) 
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STEP=l 
SUB =1 
TIME=l 
UY (AVG) 

MAR 31 200B 
20:34:07 

1.222 -.949708 -.677714 -.40572 -.133726 
-1.086 -.813711 -.541717 - . 269723 . 002271 

(b) 
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Figure 3-5 FEA displacement contour of the MMD (a) X axis nodal displacement 

contour of the micromechanical device and (b) Y axis nodal displacement contour of the 

micromechanical device, without a mounted sample, upon load application on the top 

shuttle (unit: ~m) 

Step 2: Determination of Actual Sample Young's Modulus Once the FEA 

model of empty device has been appropriately calibrated, we can focus our attention on 

samples with unknown material properties (here we focus on the Young's modulus). A 

virtual I-D sample having a geometry similar to the sample which is to be tested in real 

time (in our case we used a 5~m long nanowire having a 300nm diameter) was clamped 
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onto the FEA model of the device (Figure 3-3). A series of FEA simulations under 

different applied loading levels were performed while varying Young's modulus of the 

mounted sample. By determining the Y direction nodal displacements of the device ' s top 

shuttle at different applied loads, the system stiffness Ks, defined as the force applied by 

the indenter divided by the resulting displacement of the indenter head for a device with a 

mounted sample on it, was obtained and plotted as a function of Young' s modulus of the 

virtual sample (Figure 3-6). 
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Figure 3-6 Young's modulus of a virtual nanowire sample as a function of system 

stiffness Ks (the red arrow indicates a Ks value of 3571N/m obtained from a preliminary 

test for a device mounted with a 300nm-diameter nickel nanowire) 
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Shown in Figure 3-6 is a plot of system stiffness (Ks) vs. mounted sample's 

Young's modulus. In order to determine the Young's modulus of the sample to be tested 

in real time, the Ks value of the device with the mounted sample must first be determined 

from the linear portion of the force-displacement curve of the nanoindenter driven 

experiment conducted in real time. This Ks value can in turn be used to ascertain the 

Young's modulus for the sample using the plot shown in Figure 6. For example, a Ks 

value of ~ 3571N/m was obtained for a device mounted with a 300nm-diameter nickel 

nanowire in our preliminary experiments conducted in real time. Using the plot in Figure 

3-6 (as indicated by the red arrow), the Young's modulus for this nanowire was 

ascertained to be 120±12GPa, a value that is lower than the Young's modulus of bulk 

nickel (200GPa). This value is consistent with an AFM force-deflection method 

determined Young's modulus value (124±8GPa) of a 300nm-diameter nickel nanowire 

that was fabricated from the same batch. Additional experiments are planned to further 

investigate this anomaly in elastic properties of nickel nanowires. It is important to 

realize that other factors such as indenter tip alignment and specimen attachment and 

alignment will also affect our measurement results which could contribute to the 

uncertainties of this method. 
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Step 3: Determination of Conversion Factor (CF) In the third and final step, our goal is 

to obtain the "true" force conversion factor (CF) for the device mounted with the sample 

that is to be characterized. This is a critical step to realize the quantitative nature of the 

micromechanical devices in conjunction with the high resolution in situ SEM/TEM 

nanoindenter. 

This step involves the usage of the fixed value of Young's modulus obtained from 

step 2 in order to perform another FEA simulation following above steps. The procedure 

is similar to the one described in step 2, but we pay close attention on the X direction 

displacement under a prescribed top loading, since it provides the strain of the nanowire 

specimen. Therefore, the actual force loaded on the nanowire sample can be calculated 

based on its strain and dimensions, as well as Young's modulus obtained above. Thus the 

actual force conversion ratio of the device system loaded with the specific sample will be 

obtained. For example, in the case of the same 300nm diameter nickel nanowire, based 

on the Young's modulus value determined in step 2, a force conversion factor of 0.65 

was obtained via simulation using the modified FEA model. We believe that compared to 

the force conversion factor we previously reported, which was based on the Young's 

modulus of bulk Ni, the value obtained via this novel method is more accurate. In 

addition, using the X and Y direction nodal displacements contour, the displacement 

conversion factor between the nanoindenter/top shuttle and the sample stages was also 

determined. Note this displacement conversion factor could also be determined via 

imaging of the SEM or TEM for experiments performed in situ. 
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3.1.4. Discussion 

As mentioned earlier, when using the nanoindenter actuated micromechanical 

device for in-situ experiments, we rely solely on the load signal readings from the 

nanoindenter in order to determine the applied force on samples. Therefore, 

determination of force conversion factor is of critical importance as its accuracy greatly 

affects the computed applied force thus stress on the sample. It has been demonstrated 

that the newly developed multi-step method can enable us to obtain more accurate force 

conversion factor than the one based on bulk material Young's Modulus values. This 

clearly demonstrates the importance of this method especially when testing samples with 

nanometer dimensions, due to the possible size effects in mechanical properties of 

materials at small length scales [16, 78, 105, 133]. 
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Figure 3-7 Force conversion factor (CF) as a function of sample Young's modulus 

When using the micromechanical devices as a mechanical testing platform for 1 D 

nanomaterials, it is always advantageous to have fixed force and displacement conversion 

factors with a tolerable error margin. Hence, it is important to find an appropriate sample 

elastic property range within which simple fixed conversion factors could still be reliably 

used with reasonable accuracy. For this purpose, we conducted a series of fmite element 

simulations to study the variation of force conversion factors with different sample 

Young' s modulus. Again we apply a prescribed loading on device clamped with a virtual 

nanowire sample and vary the Young' s modulus of the sample, as in step 2. Then we 

calculated the forces resulted on sample through the X displacements (extensions) of the 
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nanowire samples, similar to the step 3. So the force conversion factor will be obtained as 

a function of sample Young's modulus (Figure 3-7) under specific loading. From looking 

at the plot shown in Figure 3-7, the following observations can be made: (1) force 

conversion factor increase with increase in the sample Young's modulus; (2) at values 

close to 500GPa· and above, the force conversion factors gradually approach an 

asymptotic value of ~ 0.7 for a wide range of sample Young's modulus; (3) for samples 

with relatively small values of Young's modulus (i.e. below ~ 100GPa), the force 

conversion factor increases dramatically with increase in sample Young's modulus. It 

might be reasonable to say that for samples having a Young's modulus value greater than 

~ 100GPa, the force conversion factor could be approximated to 0.666 with relatively 

good accuracy (less than 5% error). On the other hand, using a curve similar to the one 

shown in Figure 3-7, force conversion factors can be computed with much greater 

accuracy. Another important implication of this study is that since the device stiffness can 

be tailored through the number and dimension of the connecting chevron beams, it is 

possible to design a device such that the force conversion factor becomes a constant even 

for small values of sample Young's modulus, and make the device capable of testing 

such materials with high accuracy. It is also worth mentioning that the factor of machine 

compliance has been taken into consideration of our nanoindenter setup inside 

SEMITEM chamber and calibration experiments were done to get the correct machine 

compliance value before the actual measurements. 
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3.1.5. Conclusion 

The effect of sample Young's modulus on the force conversion factor of a 

nanoindenter actuated micromechanical testing platform has been examined extensively 

using finite element analysis. Our simulation demonstrated that the force applied on a 1-

D nanoscale sample mounted on the micromechanical device using a quantitative 

nanoindenter varies quite dramatically with variation in sample Young's modulus, 

especially for samples have a value of Young's modulus lower than 120GPa. A multi

step method to overcome this limitation has been proposed. This method involves the 

usage of both FEA simulations and actual indentation experiments. Force conversion 

factors computed using this technique are considered to be more accurate than the ones 

reported earlier [139] since the latter were derived from simulations that were based on 

the bulk Young's modulus of the sample material. The technique provides a viable 

solution for obtaining accurate force-displacement or stress-strain curves for 1 D 

nanoscale samples with unknown properties. We emphasize that this multi-step method is 

particularly useful for nanoscale samples due to the well-known size effects in 

mechanical properties of materials. Finally, it is worth noting that the geometrical design 

of our MEMS based micromechanical device can be modified for testing a wide range of 

nanomaterials with high accuracy. 
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3.2. In Situ SEM Testing of Gold Nanowires with Different Diameters 

In this section, we report on the usage of our micro mechanical devices (MMD) 

for in situ quantitative mechanical characterization of individual gold nanowires within a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a quantitative nanoindenter. The 

design of the device makes it possible to convert the compressive nanoindentation force 

applied to the top shuttle to uniaxial tension on the specimen attached to the sample 

stages [105]. Finite-element analysis and experimental calibration have been employed to 

extract the specimen stress versus strain curve from the indentation load versus 

displacement curve [104]. The stress versus strain curves for five 100-300nm-diameter 

Au nanowire specimens are presented and analyzed. 

3.2.1. Sample Positioning and Clamping 

Sample positioning, in this case, refers to the placement of a nanowire at the 

desired location with micrometer resolution. The fact that the specimens must be 

freestanding, clamped at both ends, and well aligned in the tensile direction makes 

sample positioning and clamping quite a challenging task. The novel technique that was 

adopted in order to mount the Au nanowires is thus described here in brief. A portion of 

each sample-stage shuttle was coated with a thin layer of epoxy (HARDMAN Water

Clear Epoxy). A droplet from a gold nanowire solution, containing <lll>-oriented 

nanowires grown via electrodeposition (Chapter 2), was first dispersed in isopropanol by 

ultrasonication for 5-10 min. A drop of this dispersion was deposited on top of a Si wafer 

coated with a 5-nm-thick layer of titanium. Individual nanowires, -15 ~m long and 100-

300 nm in diameter and, hence, visible under an optical microscope, were subsequently 
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picked up and placed across the shuttles using micromanipulators housed within a probe 

station (The Micromanipulator Company, Carson City, NV). Tungsten tips (The 

Micromanipulator Company, Carson City, NY) were used to perform the manipulation of 

the nanowires, since they were found to attach to the tips via electrostatic interaction. The 

epoxy layer, upon hardening, acts as a clamp for the tensile specimens. 

3.2.2. Experiment 

The tensile experiment on the clamped nanowire was performed within a SEM 

(FEl Quanta 400 high-resolution field emission SEM, FEl Company, Hillsboro, OR) 

equipped with an lnSEM nanoindenter (Agilent Technologies, Oak Ridge, TN) system. A 

blunt cube comer nanoindenter tip was used to perform the indentation. 9 ± 0.5 ~m thick 

devices with eight 45 0 inclined beams attached to the sample-stage shuttles were used for 

all the experiments described in this paper. 
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Figure 3-8 SEM image showing the nanoindentation on the micro mechanical device 

clamped with a gold nanowire. The block arrows show the direction of the movement 

of the indenter tip and the shuttles during the experiment. (Inset) close-up view of a 

nanowire sample. 

The nanoindenter tip was first aligned with the top shuttle of the device in order to 

make sure that the sample-stage shuttles moved symmetrically. This was done with the 

help of alignment holes that had been incorporated in the device design. Once this was 

done, the electron beam was focused on the nanowire specimen in order to monitor its 

deformation as a function of load. The indentation was performed in the load-controlled 

mode, with the loading rate being held at a constant value of -30 J.lN/s (corresponds to a 

strain rate of approximately 0.007/s). The maximum load applied on the device was 2 

mN. Once this value was reached, the load was held constant for 0.5 s; this was followed 

by an unloading step at the aforementioned rate. A thermal drift correction hold step was 

performed at 10% of the maximum applied load for about 50 s in order to account for 

small amounts of thermal expansion or contraction in the test material and/or indentation 

equipment. 

3.2.3. Results and Discussions 

Figure 3-9 shows the SEM video frames for one of the five successful tests for 

gold nanowires with diameter ranging from 100nm-300nm. This gold nanowire specimen 

used for this experiment was about 15 J.lm long and had a diameter of -280 nm' The 

gauge length of the specimen, i.e., the distance between the clamping points, was 
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ascertained by observation of the side profile of the sample across the sample-stage gap 

under a SEM and was found to be equal to ~2.85 !-lm. 

Figure 3-9 SEM video snapshots show a gold nanowire (D-280nm) during the 

tensile testing experiment: (a) initial relax state; (b) nanowire fully stretched; (c) the 

first slip band showed up, as indicated by the white arrow; (d) the second slip band 

showed up, as indicated by the white triangle, where necking occurred; (e) sample under 

significant plastic deformation; (f) sample finally broke at the second slip band position. 

It might be noted that, this sample deformed in typical ductile manner, with 

significant necking and elongation stage. Nanowire showed slip bands when plastic 

deformation started and the necking and following slip appeared to follow the direction 

of the slip band, indicating the possible classical-dislocation-based deformation. 

However, in order to understanding the underlying deformation mechanisms, in situ TEM 
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experiment was needed and can be suggested as a future work. The slope of the load 

versus displacement curve before and after sample failure was used to determine the 

stiffness of the device in the presence of and after the failure of a mounted specimen 

[104]. By interpolation, using the value of the slope before sample failure, of the system 

stiffness (Ks) versus sample stiffness curve, the sample stiffness was determined. The 

values for force conversion factor CF and displacement conversion factor CD were 

subsequently determined [105] , and the stress versus strain curve (see Fig. 3-10) was 

plotted. 
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Figure 3-10 Stress versus strain curve for the aforementioned gold nanowire testing. 

Multiple loading-unloading had been conducted for measuring elastic modulus. 

Similarly, we processed another four successful tests ' data for gold nanowires 

with diameter ranging from 100nm to 300nm and summarized all five tests in Table 3-1. 
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Eng Strength True Strength 
Sample Diameter (nm) (GPa) (GPa) BreakingStTain Strain Rate (Is) 

AuNW 280 0.109 0.437 0.176 0.0035 

AuNW 154 0.425 1.111 0.127 0.0032 

AuNW 326 0.178 0.502 0.217 0.0026 

AuNW 210 0.236 1.113 0.233 0.0025 

AuNW 241 0.295 1.191 0.205 0.0032 

Average 242 0.249 0.871 0.192 0.0030 

Table 3-1 Summary of five successful tensile tests on gold nanowires using MMD 

From the table, we found that, while the engineering strength of these samples 

were already much higher than that of bulk (about 80MPa [144]), their corresponding 

true strengths (considering the final diameter at necking area) were even higher. 

Considering the nanowire were grown in <111> orientation and tensile loading was along 

the wire axis, based on the measurement of the slip band angle (about 20-35degree with 

respect to wire axis), the slip plane could be (11-1) and slip along <112> direction. 

Therefore the Schmid factor will be 0.314 and the calculated CRSS values of these 

samples were ranging from 75-90MPa. In addition, all these samples underwent 

significant plastic elongation, with 12.7%-23.3% total strain, indicating that the nanowire 

broke in a typical ductile fracture mode. This quantitative data appear to be well 

correlated with in situ SEM video observation. 
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Engineering Breaking Strength 
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Figure 3-11 Size dependent mechanical behavior: Breaking strength (OPa) versus 

Nanowire diameter (run) (both in log scale) 

Finally, we plot engineering breaking strength versus sample diameter in Figure 

3-11 , and the curve clearly show the size effect, in short, smaller is stronger. In addition, 

by plotting the data point in log-log scale, we discovered similar relationship as the well-

known Hall-Petch relation (J" y ex:. D-a [145] which illustrates the power law between 

material strength and sample sizes with a fitting parameter u. For pillar studies [3 , 15, 17, 

65, 67, 68, 86] , linear curve fitting for compression strengths and I-D sample diameters 

plotted in log scale can help to fmd out the scaling parameter u. Similarly, by fitting 

breaking strength and nanowire diameter in our case, as shown in the Figure 3-11 , we've 

got a fitting parameter is 0.598, which is very close to the value of 0.61 for Au single 
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crystal [145], indicating the defonnation for nanowires at this length scale might be still 

similar to that of micro and submicron pillar samples. 
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3.3. In Situ TEM Tensile Testing of Nickel Nanowires by Using the 

Micro Mechanical Devices 

3.3.1. Introduction 

Deformation mechanisms of metallic nanostructures, such as nanowues and 

nanopillars, have drawn considerable interests in the past decade due to their importance 

in building reliable nano-electronic devices and predicting the performance of nano

electromechanical-systems (NEMS) [36-38]. Recently, in situ TEM mechanical testing 

has emerged as a powerful tool to interrogate low dimensional metallic nanostructures, 

since it could provide detailed structural information at very high resolution during 

mechanical testing of such samples. This unique capability of monitoring sample's 

internal structural evolution in real time is considered to be very valuable in establishing 

better correlated structure-property relationship. Various in situ TEM mechanical testing 

methods have been developed in the past decade, such as nanoindentation tests of metal 

thin films [103], nano-compression tests of metal pillars [97] and bendinglbuckling tests 

[95-96] or resonances/vibration based tests of nanowires [88]. However, reliable and 

easy-to-interpret tensile tests remain to be rather challenging, owing to the difficulties 

associated with sample clamping, precise manipulation and alignment, as well as accurate 

measurement of load and displacement. Earlier efforts that had been made on developing 

in situ TEM tensile testing of low dimensional nanomaterials, such as AFM-cantilever or 

nano-manipulator assisted methods [98, 107, 108], oftentimes encounter inevitable 

drawbacks such as uncontrollable sample geometry and limited material selectivity, and 

problematic sample alignment and clamping. In order to develop a robust universal 

testing platform for samples of different materials and sizes/geometries, micro-electronic-
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mechanical system (MEMS) has been considered as an ideal solution to perform 

nanoscale mechanical testing for various types of samples. Carbon nanotubes [101], bio

fibrils [102], thin films [103] and nanowires [98-99] have already been successfully 

tested by different MEMS devices. Also due to their small footprints, MEMS-based 

testing devices can naturally fit into SEMITEM chambers for in situ mechanical testing 

[146]. We have recently designed and fabricated a silicon-based micro mechanical device 

(MMD) to perform quantitative in situ tensile tests on I-D nanomaterials within a 

scanning electron microscope equipped with a quantitative nanoindenter [104-105]. This 

device was actuated mechanically with direct and independent measurement of load and 

displacement at high precision, allowing real-time observation of the deforming samples. 

Various samples, such as MWCNTs, Ni, Cu and Au NWs had been tested using the 

MMD platforms assisted by a quantitative nanoindenter inside a SEM [104-105, 147]. 

This platform has demonstrated its strength in providing continuous high resolution force 

displacement data, and versatile and precise load/displacement control, due to the 

simplified device structure and independent actuation and sensing mechanisms. 

In the current work, we have successfully extended the usage of the novel micro 

mechanical device to perform quantitative in situ TEM tensile test on an individual nickel 

nanowire. Aided by a high resolution NanofactoryTM TEM-Nanoindenter holder (Fig. 3-

12a), individual nickel nanowires with diameter around 300nm were tested in situ and 

sample stress versus strain data were simultaneously obtained. The real time TEM images 

and diffraction analysis provided very useful insights into the origin of high strength and 

corresponding fracture mechanism. 
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(c) scale bar hnn 

Figure 3-12 In situ TEM tensile testing using the MMD: (a) a micro mechanical device 

loaded in the NanofactoryTM TEM-nanoindenter sample holder; (b) close-up view of the 

nanoindenter head toward the micro mechanical device (MMD); (c) a TEM image 

showing the alignment of the nanointender head with the center position of the top shuttle 
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beam of the MMD (scale bar II-Am); (d) a SEM image showing a ~300nm Ni nanowire 

clamped between two sample shuttles (scale bar 20J.lm) 

3.3.2. Device and Sample 

The design and fabrication of the micro mechanical device (MMD) had been 

described in detail elsewhere [104, 105] and will only be briefly discussed here. The 

MMD (Fig. 3-12b) was fabricated on SOl (Silicon on insulator) wafers using standard 

photolithography techniques. The device can convert the compression applied by a 

quantitative nanoindenter into uni-axial tension on samples clamped between the 

suspended sample stages through a simple "Push-Pull" mechanism (Figs. 3-12b to d). 

The force vs. displacement thus stress vs. strain curves (in conjunction with real time 

sample dimension measurements) of the sample could be derived from the force and 

displacement reading of the nanoindenter, with the help of Finite Element Analysis 

(FEA) [104] or a simple response subtraction method [105]. 

It should be noted that while the MMD was originally designed with the 

consideration of its usage in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) in mind [105], we 

still needed to modify the design layout considerably in order for it to work properly with 

the NanofactoryTM in situ TEM-Nanoindenter sample holder. The new design (as shown 

in Figs. 3-12 a and b) modifications include further decreasing the device size (device 

footprint decreased from 3mm x 2mm to 2.5mm x 1.2 mm) for better fitting into the 

highly restricted sample space in the holder (Fig. 3-12 a); decreasing the device weight 

by reducing the thickness of the suspended Si device layer (reduced from the original 

9.5±0.5 J.lffi to the current 6±0.,sJ.lm thickness) to improve the stability of the device when 
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it is being coarsely aligned by using the piezo-driven positioning stage in the holder or 

being set in motion during the actual testing; and finally revising the back-side window 

design to facilitate inTEM nanoindenter tip positioning while maintaining proper electron 

beam alignment. Fig. 3-12a shows an optical image of a NanofactoryTM TEM

Nanoindenter sample holder loaded with a newly designed MMD. 

Nickel nanowire samples tested in this study were fabricated by a simple 

aluminum anodic oxide (AAO) template assisted electrochemical deposition process [60]. 

Careful TEM diffraction analysis at multiple locations along the nanowire axial direction 

was performed, confirming these Ni nanowires possess single crystalline face centered 

cubic (f.c.c.) structure with [112] orientation along the wire axis [60]. Once the 

nanowires were released from the AAO template, a micromanipulator under an optical 

microscope or a nanomanipulator inside a SEM was used, depending on sample 

dimensions [105], to pick up an individual nanowire and place it between the sample 

stages. Sample clamping was realized by using either a conductive epoxy or a FIB 

deposited metal layer [105]. As shown in Fig. 3-12d, a ~300nm Ni nanowire was placed 

and clamped between two sample stages using conductive epoxy. 

Once loaded with a nanowire sample, the MMD was then attached to a gold or 

tungsten rod with conductive silver glue to create an electrical conductive path in order to 

minimize charging issues. The rod with the MMD was then fixed on a copper cap which 

was subsequently attached to the ball head driven by a piezo-tube (left part in Fig. 3-12a). 

This set-up makes it possible for device motion in three dimensional spaces with respect 

to the nanoindenter head on the right side in Fig. 3-12a. The quantitative nanoindenter is 

equipped with a blunted diamond tip connected to a simple cantilever beam based force 
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sensor [148], which requires careful on-site calibration before actual experiment takes 

place. All experiments were performed inside a FEITM Tecnai G2 F30 high resolution 

TEM, operated at 300 kV working voltage. 

3.3.3. Results 

Figure 3-13 demonstrated a successful in situ TEM testing of a -360nm nickel 

nanowire. The sample gage length defined by the distance between two clamping point of 

the nanowire sample was determined to be - 15 Jlm, using high resolution SEM images 

before transporting the sample loaded device into the TEM. 

Displacement control was used in the actual test. The automatic quantitative 

nanoindentation test executed by the automatic function in the control software has a 

relatively small displacement range of ±770nm. However, for this specific -360nm

diameter Ni NW, preliminary automatic test indicated that the sample remained in elastic 

region after reaching the full ± 770nm indentation displacement limit. In order to perform 

a complete tensile test up to fracture, we have to first perform a manual indentation by 

using the coarse movement function, which has tens to hundreds of microns in 

displacement range and was typically utilized for sample/device manipulation and 

alignment. During this coarse movement, applied force can still be recorded by the 

nanoindenter force sensor, while the sample displacement can be monitored through the 

real time TEM videos. By carefully performing manual indentation until sample under 

larger elastic deformation, an automatic indentation experiments was then engaged and 

continuously stretched the nanowire sample until sample coming into plastic deformation 

and fmal fracture. Fig. 3-13b showed the sample right before fracture, which was under 
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significant plastic deformation (as indicated by the red double-arrows). Finally the 

sample suddenly broke without observable necking process (Fig. 3-13c). 

Post-data analysis was executed to convert the original nanoindenter force versus 

displacemen~ reading from the testing into sample stress versus strain curve. This 

conversion relationship was obtained by fitting and comparing the slopes of empty device 

and initial linear region of the actual test, and the details can be found in [105]. By 

converting the indenter force-displacement data into sample force and displacement data, 

together with the geometry (diameter, elongation of the nanowire) information from the 

video, the stress versus strain curve can be obtained (Fig. 3-13d). It might be noted that, 

due to the limited range (±770nm) of automatic indentation,manual loading was used 

prior to automatic testing in order to break the sample. The insert of Fig. 3-13d shows the 

stress versus strain data during automatic testing stage. 
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Figure 3-13 TEM image frames showing a quantitative tensile test for a ....,360nm-

diameter nickel nanowire: (a) before loading; (b) right before breaking; (c) after 

breaking; (d) the corresponding sample stress versus strain curves (insert shows 

magnified view of the curve during automatic testing stage) 

In Fig. 3-13d, the specific nanowire sample experienced a total ~ 4% strains 

before fmal fracture. Typical plastic flow behavior was not observed from the stress-

strain curve, but sample did show a slope change (slightly lower) at about 1.10Pa, which 

may indicate the onset of the local plastic deformation activities. However, the incipient 

plasticity in this sample might occur at a much lower strain level that is possibly below 

the detection limit of the current technique. The sample breaking strength is about 
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1.2GPa, which is much higher than bulk Ni (140-195 Mpa [144]). According to the 

earlier work done on similar Ni NW samples [105], the measurement using this setup 

appears quite consistent with the results from earlier in situ SEM measurements. 

3.3.4. Discussions 

Finally, by watching the movie corresponding to the test in Figure 3-13, dramatic 

contrast changes within the strained nanowire sample imaged under bright-field TEM 

imaging conditions were clearly observed (Fig. 3-13 a-c), until the sample eventually 

broke at position within the sample region that underwent the significant contrast 

changes. Similar phenomena had been reported, such as the in situ testing of ZnO 

nanowires by Espinosa et al. [149] in which several fringes was evident in the bright-field 

TEM image and sample did break along one of such fringes. It was believed that the local 

changes observed in the contrast of the TEM images might be related to atomic 

distortions resulting from stress concentrations [149]. In order to verify this assumption, 

and reveal the underlying deformation mechanism, high magnification TEM imaging can 

be performed during the test. For example, with appropriate orientation, dislocation 

networks and their interactions with excellent contrast maybe observed in real time 

bright-field TEM image (Figure 3-14a). For the Ni NW tested in Fig. 3-13, higher 

magnification image showed very clear fracture morphology (Figure 3-14b), which 

convincingly verified the earlier suggestion of brittle fracture based only on stress-strain 

curve and low magnification video of the deformation and fracture process. This also 

agreed well to the results of earlier SEM experiments [105]. Additionally, select area 

diffraction (SAD) analysis, a unique and important capability of TEM, could also offer 
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very useful insights into crystalline structure evolution such as possible phase 

transfonnation [19, 150] during the mechanical testing. In Fig. 3-14c, we perfonned SAD 

for the broken Ni NW sample (as shown in insert, corresponding to the right part in Fig. 

3b), and it showed that the residual nanowire remained as f.c.c structure in [112] 

orientation (R21R1=--1.3, =-78°, Zone axis (345)). Interestingly, additional diffraction 

spots were also observed, which may indicate that the fracture zone might undergo some 

local re-orientations in the crystalline structure. 
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(a 
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Figure 3-14 High magnification TEM imaging and diffraction analysis: (a) a ~300mn 

nickel nanowire under tension, the contrast at the stress concentration area (indicated by 

the white arrow) might show the dislocation network (scale bar 200mn); (b) close-up 

view of the fracture morphology of sample broken in the test of Fig. 2 (scale bar lOOmn); 

(c) real time TEM select area diffraction (SAD) analysis showing the crystalline structure 

of the broken nanowire sample (as shown in the insert, scale bar 50mn). The arrow 

indicates the wire growth direction 
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3.3.5. Summary 

Here, we have demonstrated that the recently developed micro mechanical device 

could be utilized to perform intriguing quantitative mechanical testing of nanoscale 

samples inside a TEM assisted by a high precision TEM-nanoindenter holder. With 

careful consideration and improvement in the design and experimental setup, metallic 

nanowires were successfully tested and such in situ TEM experiment showed its strength 

and potential of not only ensuring accurate and valid measurement via real time video 

monitoring but also revealing the internal structural evolution while providing precise 

force displacement measurement. Therefore, the reported in situ TEM setup could 

effectively facilitate the construction of the much desired structure-(mechanical) property 

relationship with quantitative understanding at the nanoscale, with the potential of testing 

a wide variety of different low dimensional nanoscale materials. 



Chapter 4 

In Situ Tensile Testing of Ultrathin Gold 

Nanowires (Diameters -5-15nm) 
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4.1. Surface Dislocation Nucleation Mediated Deformation and 

Ultrahigh Strength in Sub-10nm Gold Nanowires 

When a crystal's dimension reduces to nanometer length scale, the strength of the 

sample is expected to approach the ideal strength of a defect free crystal. The 

deformation and the ultrahigh strength attained were predicted to be controlled by surface 

dislocation nucleation rather than by dislocation multiplication/interaction as in bulk 

crystals. Here, we show that by performing in situ quantitative tensile tests on individual 

<111> single crystalline ultrathin gold nanowires (diameter ~ 7 -1 0 nanometers), 

significant load drops were observed in corresponding stress-strain curves suggesting the 

occurrence of dislocation nucleation. Subsequent high resolution TEM (HRTEM) 

imaging demonstrated that plastic deformation was indeed initiated and dominated by 

free surface dislocation nucleation, mediating ultrahigh yield and fracture strength in gold 

nanowires. 

4.1.1. Introduction 

Size dependent plasticity and fracture behaviors of one-dimensional metallic 

nanowires offer exciting potentials for revealing fundamental mechanisms of deformation 

and failure, as the length scale of metals approaching atomic spacing. Uni-axial 
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compression of focus ion beam machined single crystalline metallic pillars with tens of 

micrometers to hundreds of nanometers in diameters showed strong size effects with 

much higher yield stress for smaller pillars without the presence of strain gradients [67, 

68]. A conceptual framework of "dislocation starvation" [18] was thought to be 

responsible for this apparent size dependent behavior. The "mechanical annealing" 

phenomena [97] observed in compression ofNi pillars inside TEM suggested that gliding 

dislocation could leave crystal more rapidly than they multiply which leads to a 

dislocation-starved state, requiring very high stress to nucleate new mobile dislocations in 

such a small crystal volume. When crystal size further reduces to tens of nanometers and 

below, surface dislocation nucleation is predicted to play a more critical role in 

controlling plastic deformation and subsequent fracture behaviors [3, 19]. Unfortunately, 

direct experimental evidence of such surface dislocation nucleation aspects of small scale 

plasticity remains elusive and requires careful quantitative in situ investigations. 

Early studies on quantitative mechanical testing of I-D nanostructures were 

primarily carried out ex situ, using techniques such as nanoindentation [15], resonant 

oscillation [88], and AFM deflection [16] tests. They generally lack real time structural 

monitoring, which did not permit a one-to-one correlation between mechanical data and 

internal structural evolution. Recently, in situ mechanical characterizations of individual 

nanowires with diameters from tens to hundreds of nanometers inside transmission 

electron microscopes (TEM) were realized under various loading geometries, such as 

bending [95], buckling [96], and compression [97]. However, the most efficient and easy

to-interpret tensile testing method for measuring intrinsic mechanical properties of 

exceedingly small nanowire samples inside TEM, poses significant challenges due to 
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difficulties associated with sample clamping, alignment and accurate measurements of 

load and displacement. Researchers had developed various MEMS devices to perform in 

situ tensile tests on metallic (e.g. Au, Pd, Ni) nanowires and carbon nanotubes [100-101], 

biological fibrils [102], and gold nano thin film [103]. However, the diameters of tested 

nanowires using MEMS stages were usually in the range of tens or hundreds of 

nanometers. In order to test metallic nanostructures with sub-10nm diameter, one had to 

prepare samples in situ by using either mechanically controllable break junction 

technique (MCBJT) [106] or nanometer tip-substrate [107] / tip-tip [108] contact-then

withdraw technique to form nano-sized metal junction samples. Unfortunately the 

crystalline structure and orientation of sample prepared by these methods were not well

controlled, and sample diameters were non-uniform (ranging from a few Armstrong to a 

few microns). These drawbacks hindered quantitative characterization and understanding 

of the deformation and fracture mechanisms for metals at the sub-1 Onm scale. 

In this part of work, we show for the first time in situ quantitative tensile tests of 

gold nanowires with diameter less than 10nm. Rather than pulling randomly formed 

nanosized gold nano-junction, we successfully clamped individual pre-fabricated free

standing nanowires with well-controlled crystalline structures and orientations onto the 

AFM cantilever which acted as the force sensor, and performed quantitative tensile tests 

directly inside a HRTEM (Fig. 4-1). 
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4.1.2. Sample and Experimental Setup 

e 

Figure 4-1 Experimental set-up and materials preparation: (a) The NanofactoryTM 

TEM-AFM holder; (b) and (c) zoom-in image showing the holder configuration; (d) 

illustration of the quantitative testing configuration with the AFM cantilever as the force 

sensor; (e) HR TEM image of a 7 nm nanowire shows the lattice fringes, indicating the 

nanowire grows along <111> direction (scale bar 5nm) 

Ultrathin gold nanowires with uniform diameter ranging from 7 to 10nm were 

used (Fig. 4-1 e) in this study and they were chemically synthesized by the reduction of 

HAuCl4 in oleic acid (OA) and oleylamine (OAm) [41]. These high-aspect-ratio 

nanowires had lengths ranging from tens nanometers up to a few microns. They were also 

verified to be single crystal in <111> growth direction, with measured average lattice 

fringe spacing ~O.23nm (corresponding to the {Ill} lattice spacing of gold) from their 

high-resolution TEM images (Fig. 4-1 e). 

Quantitative tensile tests were conducted by using a NanofactoryTM TEM-AFM 

sample holder (Fig. 4-1 a) and the TEM samples were prepared by adhering ultrathin 
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gold nanowires onto a gold or tungsten STM probe using conductive silver glue. Then the 

STM probe with Au nanowires was loaded into the NanofactoryTM TEM-AFM sample 

holder (Fig. 4-1a) and manipulated by a piezo-driven head (Figs. 4-1 b-c). The sample 

clamping was facilitated by coating the tip of the silicon AFM cantilever with a thin (tens 

of nanometers) adhesive layer, such as silicon oxide. During tensile tests, an AFM 

cantilever beam with known spring constant k = 4.8 N/m was deflected by an individual 

nanowire sample pulled by the piezo tube under displacement control mode (Fig. 4-1 d). 

Sample elongation and the change in diameter were monitored directly via real time TEM 

imaging and the force was calculated by the recorded deflection of the AFM cantilever. A 

linear relationship was assumed between the deflection and force (F= k* ~D), considering 

small deflection. In all experiments, the stationary e-beam-blocking bar was inserted as a 

reference marker for all displacement measurements. All experiments were performed 

inside a FEITM Tecnai G2 F30 high resolution TEM, operated at 300 kV working voltage. 

It is also worth noting that no current was passed through samples and very low dose 

electron beam (~1 Alcm2) were used in order to reduce the electron irradiation induced 

heating in all of our experiments. 
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4.1.3. In situ quantitative tensile measurement inside TEM 

f 
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Figure 4-2 Quantitative tensile test of an ultrathin nanowire (diameter ---lOnm). 

TEM image frames (a-e) showing the testing process (scale bar IOnm); corresponding (f) 
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engineering and (g) true stress versus strain curves for the test shown in (a-e); error bars 

were obtained by multiple measurements from nanowire lengths and AFM cantilever 

deflections, as well as the imaging area movement corrections. Blue line in (f) indicates 

the fracture strength (-1 OOMPa, [144]) of bulk gold, and the red line in (g) indicates the 

theoretical strength of gold (-8GPa, [1]). 

In Figs. 4-2 a-e, an ultrathin Au nanowire (diameter -lOnm and length -70nm) 

was deformed and fractured under tensile loading. Figure 4-2 f demonstrated the 

corresponding engineering stress and strain data obtained by measuring cantilever 

deflections and sample elongations. The nanowire experienced an impressive -26% total 

engineering strain before final failure. During plastic deformation, the nanowire kept 

necking down to a point and formed atom chains at the final stage right before fracture. 

Since actual instantaneous diameter of the deforming nanowires could be measured using 

high resolution TEM imaging during tensile tests, the true stress versus strain curve (Fig. 

4-2 g) was also obtained. Clear size effect in fracture strength was observed for ultrathin 

Au nanowires with engineering strength of -620MPa, much higher than fracture strength 

of bulk gold (-100MPa [144]). Taking into consideration of the dramatic cross-section 

area reduction due to necking, the corresponding true fracture strength was estimated to 

be -7 GPa! This value is very close to the ideal strength of gold crystal (-8GPa [1]), and 

higher than most of the reported experimental strength data (ranging from O.8-6GPa) for 

Au nanowires with larger diameters [16]. This true fracture strength value is also 

comparable to experimentally measured strength of single Au atomic chain (-13 GPa) 
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[151], owing to the extensive necking process experienced by the Au nanowire before 

fracture. 

More interestingly, very significant load drop in the stress-strain curve (Fig. 4-2 f) 

was observed after the initial elastic deformation, where the engineering stress of the Au 

nanowire dropped from -1.1 GPa down to -460MPa. The measured yield stress of -1.1 

GPa is extremely high for Au, comparable to theoretical prediction of ideal shear strength 

from density functional theory (DFT) calculations, i.e., 850 MPa-l.4 GPa, depending on 

the loading mode [152]. The ultrahigh yield strength of the ultrathin gold nanowire is 

attributed to lacking of pre-existing mobile dislocations in the ultra small nanowire (Figs. 

4-2 a and 4-3 b) [145]. 

Furthermore, the stress drop was quite abrupt and did not seem to be a random 

event, as similar load drop was also observed in another quantitative tensile test of similar 

Au nanowire, as shown in Fig. 4-3. By monitoring the displacement of the AFM 

cantilever with respect to the red-color reference bar (also acting as the scale bar) in the 

video, we observed clearly that the sample experienced a similar load drop to that shown 

in Fig. 4-2. Corresponding engineering stress versus strain curve for this test was plotted 

in Fig. 4-3 a. It should be noted that true stress versus strain curve was not plotted here 

due to the low magnification/resolution (diameter measurement will not be very accurate 

in this case). Additionally, when load drop occurred, corresponding image of the sample 

again showed rapid change of image contrast near the necking region (see Fig. 4-3 b), 

indicating possible surface dislocation nucleation events. 
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Figure 4-3 Low-magnification tensile test of an ultrathin gold nanowire clearly 

showing the load drop (a) low-magnification tensile test with corresponding engineering 

stress versus strain curve; (b) the image showed the sudden contrast change near the 

necking region (under the white-color arrow) when load drop occurred (scale bar 100nm) 

It is believed that the large load drop was associated with the onset and rapid 

succession of multiple dislocation activities, including nucleation and subsequent slip 

propagation across the nanowire. This dislocation nucleation induced load drop was 

recently predicted in molecular dynamic simulations of tensile tests of gold nanowires, 

and it was further suggested that slip nucleation in these f.c.c. nanowires is essentially a 

surface phenomenon and the Shockley partials are the maj or contributors in this. process 

[3 , 4]. The significant load-drops in uni-axial stress-strain curves could only be 

experimentally observed if the initial sample is dislocation free achieved either by 

fabrication or "mechanical annealing" processes. Thus our experiments provide the first 

direct evidence for the predicted load drop in nanowire tensile tests. 
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4.1.4. HRTEM analysis of an ultrathin gold nanowire under tensile loading 

To fully reveal the underlying deformation mechanisms associated with the 

observed significant load drop phenomenon, specifically the exact location of the 

dislocation nucleation event, qualitative tensile tests in high resolution transmission 

electron microscopy (HRTEM) mode were performed using a shorter nanowire in order 

to ensure high quality imaging of the deforming region. Figs. 4-4 a-h showed the 

deformation process of a single crystalline gold nanowire (-30nm in initial length) with 

the same <111> growth orientation. The loading rate was slightly slower for better image 

quality (at -O.2nm1sec and strain rate -O.OOl/sec). The sample was pulled in the same 

uni-axialloading direction along <111> nanowire axis. The nanowire first experienced a 

prolonged elastic deformation region with no apparent lattice structural change (Figs 4-4 

a-b), which correlates well with the earlier quantitatively measured elastic strain of a few 

percent (Fig. 4-2 f). The onset of the plastic deformation was indicated by the sudden 

appearance of a dislocation slip trace apparently emitted from the nanowire surface as 

marked in Fig. 4-4 c. Due to the extremely small sample volume available, the nucleated 

dislocations were thought to slip across the nanowire swiftly. By measuring the angle 

between the slip trace and the wire axis (-19.5 degree as in Fig. 4-4 c), it was confirmed 

that the dislocation slip occurred on another {Ill} plane. This observation along with 

earlier observed load drop in the stress-strain curve of similar Au nanowire clearly 

demonstrated the onset of plasticity in these ultra-thin nanowires with very few pre

existing dislocations was indeed dominated by surface dislocation nucleation. With 

further deformation, more similar dislocations were emitted from both sides of the 

nanowire surfaces and then slipped quickly across the nanowire with no apparent 
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interactions along intersecting {Ill} planes to gradually form a necked region in the 

middle section of the nanowire (Figs. 4-4 d-g). The neck kept reducing its thickness with 

nucleated surface dislocations continuously exiting the nanowire along the corresponding 

slip planes, giving rise to extensive plastic deformation and significant cross-section area 

reduction leading to the final fracture of the nanowire. 

Figure 4-4 HRTEM images of a short gold nanowire under tensile loading: After the 

elastic deformation region (a-b), initial surface dislocation nucleation was indicated by 

the arrow in (c) with the approximate edge profile of nanowire marked by the dotted line. 

Arrows in (d, e, f) indicates more similar surface dislocations emitted from both sides of 

the nanowire surfaces, and a neck (e-g) was formed in the middle section of the nanowire 

until final fracture in (h). Insert in (b) shows a FFT image calculated from the image 

inside the white square, showing the wire orientation. 

Although the exact slip directions of these surface dislocations mOVIng on 

corresponding {Ill} slip planes could not be directly determined from our experiments, 

it is well known that the {Ill} < 110> perfect slip occurs through two {Ill} <112> partial 
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slips on the same {Ill} planes in f.c.c. crystals. For <111> oriented Au nanowires under 

tensile deformation along its wire axis, the Schmid factor for a leading Shockley partial 

(0.31) is higher than that for the trailing one (0.16) [3,4]. This basically implies that it is 

difficult for the trailing partials to follow its leading counterparts and the observed 

surface dislocations are most likely to be partial dislocations moving along <112> 

directions. 

4.1.5. Conclusion 

In summary, ultrahigh yield and fracture strength close to theoretical predictions 

were measured in <111> oriented single crystalline Au nanowires with sub-l0 nm 

diameters. Quantitative in situ tensile experiments inside a HRTEM unambiguously 

revealed the underlying processes of the necking formation and subsequent fracture 

mediated by surface dislocation (Shockley partials) nucleation in ultrathin gold nanowires. 

The direct observation of this unique mechanism confirmed the long expected but never 

experimentally verified critical roles played ~:r surface dislocation nucleation in plasticity 

and fracture of metal nanowires. 
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4.2. Brittle and Ductile Fracture of Ultrathin Gold Nanowires 

Fracture of metals at the nanoscale and corresponding failure mechanisms have 

recently attracted considerable interests. However, quantitative in situ fracture 

experiments of nanoscale metals were rarely reported. Here we show that, under uni-axial 

tensile loading, single crystalline ultrathin gold nanowires may fracture in either "brittle" 

or "ductile" modes, displaying distinctively different fracture morphologies and ductility. 

In situ high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) study suggested that 

the unexpected brittle fracture was closely related to the observed twin structures, which 

is very different from partial dislocation nUcleation/slip mediated mechanism in ductile 

fracture mode. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations further revealed the processes of 

shear-induced twin formation due to sample misalignment and damage initiation at the 

twin boundary/free surface interface, confirming the experimentally observed differences 

in fracture morphology and ductility. Finally, a fracture criterion based on competition 

between twin formation and partial dislocation nucleation/propagation as a function of 

misalignment angle was discussed. 

4.2.1. Introduction 

As modem electronic devices continue shrinking critical feature sizes, extensive 

research has been focused on the development and implementation of next-generation 

interconnects to incorporate increasingly small feature sizes with high performance and 

reliability in a cost-effective manner. While current lithography may encounter a barrier 

when the critical dimension was approaching sub-20nm [39], ultrathin metallic nanowires 

[40] have been recently fabricated via bottom up methods and may potentially satisfy the 
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stringent nano-electronic device requirements. Ultrathin gold nanowire is particularly 

promising candidate for future interconnects and as active components in nanoscale 

electric and mechanical devices [38,41] owing to its excellent electrical and mechanical 

properties and desired chemical inertness. However, full realization of ultrathin gold 

nanowires' potential in nanoscale electrical and mechanical devices requires a 

comprehensive reliability study of their fracture behaviours and corresponding 

mechanisms, which is yet to be explored. 

In the past decades, significant progresses have been made in quantitatively 

measuring mechanical properties of metallic nanostructures (see Chapter 1). However, 

quantitative understanding of sub-20nm metallic nanowire fracture behaviours, which 

requires direct correlations between mechanical measurements and corresponding 

substructure evolutions, remains elusive. The preferred uni-axial tensile fracture 

experiments for high aspect ratio ultrathin nanowire samples remains quite challenging 

for these exceedingly small samples due to sample handling and clamping issues. Typical 

clamping methods involving focus ion beam (FIB) deposition may introduce significant 

surface contamination [109] and local heat-induced spot welding could potentially 

damage the initial sample structures and morphologies [11 0-112]. U sing recently 

developed cold welding techniques for ultrathin gold nanowires [41], we manage to 

overcome these difficulties and are now able to perform robust individual nanowire 

picking-up and clamping procedures repeatedly, allowing systematic study of tensile 

fracture behaviours for ultrathin gold nanowires. 
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4.2.2. Experiment 

Cold-welding assisted sample picking-up and clamping 

The individual nanowire was picked up and clamped onto a TEM-AFM holder 

(NanoFactory ™ Instruments, Sweden), assisted by recently discovered "cold welding" 

technique [51]. The gold STM tip on one side was fIrst etched further to produce many 

sharp tips on top of it, and the AFM tip on the other side was also coated with a very thin 

gold fIlm on which many gold asperities were formed. These nanoscale features served as 

the clamping spot for cold welding process that securely clamped the ultrathin gold 

nanowire samples for subsequent tensile testing (Figure 4-5). 

(b) 

) 

Figure 4-5 Cold-welding clamping of an ultrathin gold nanowire 
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Quantitative in situ TEM tensile measurement 

Total 22 sub-IS run <111> gold nanowires were successfully tested using a 

NanofactoryTM in situ TEM-AFM sample holder (see Figure 4-1), in which a silicon 

AFM cantilever with known spring constant acts as the force sensor and a gold STM 

probe driven by a piezo stage acts as the actuator. The nanowire samples were clamped 

between the gold STM probe and the silicon AFM cantilever through the in situ 

nanomanipulation and cold-welding assisted sample clamping. The basic testing 

geometry and principle has been illustrated in [51]. However, in earlier work the force 

and displacement data were extracted based on the direct measurements from the video 

frames. Here we have been able to obtain force and displacement data with high precision 

and sampling rate by taking advantage of an integrated MEMS-based sensor [148] after 

careful calibrations. 

Stress and strain calculation 

Instead of relying on direct measurements of image frames in video, we could 

generate stress-strain curves using the force and displacement output from the TEM

AFM holder equipped with a highly sensitive MEMS-AFM sensor [148] with very high 

data acquisition rate. The engineering stress was derived from force (F) over the 

measured initial cross-section area. The engineering strain was obtained using the 

elongation of the nanowire sample between clamping point over the initial gauge 

length (Lo), E=L\D/Lo. Since the direct displacement reading was the STM withdrawing 

distance (Ds), the actually elongation of nanowire L\D should equal the STM withdrawing 

displacement minus the AFM cantilever deflection distance (D A, could be obtained by 

FIk, where k is the spring constant of the cantilever and F could be obtained directly), 
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l1D=Ds-DA. It should be noted that, both Ds and DA were carefully calibrated based on 

the actual video frames of individual tensile experiment. 

4.2.3. Results 

Figure 4-6 shows a typical tensile test of a <111> ultrathin gold nanowire sample 

(~7.5nm in diameter and ~114nm in length) prepared by nanomanipulation and cold 

welding processes. The nanowire was stretched toward the right side by the STM probe 

at the constant loading rate about O.3nm1s. This particular sample experienced extensive 

plastic deformation (Figs. 4-6 c-e) and formed a neck (Fig. 4-6 e, as indicated by the 

white arrow) in the middle section before final fracture. In Fig. 4-6 f, it was found that the 

fracture surface of the left part of the nanowire formed a sharp tip when imaged at higher 

resolution. 
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Figure 4-6 A typical in situ tensile test of a long ultrathin gold nanowire fractured in 

ductile mode: (a) nanowire at the initial relaxed state; (b) nanowire under initial loading; 

(c-e) nanowire underwent plastic deformation, thinning and necking process; (f) final 
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fracture stage, left side of the sample (as shown in the right insert image, scale bar 10nm) 

returned to no-force state, with a residual sharp tip, along with the AFM cantilever (scale 

bar 10nm); (g) the corresponding engineering stress-strain curve. 

The corresponding stress versus strain curve was plotted in Fig. 4-6 g. A distinct 

yielding point at engineering stress of ~900MPa and strain of ~5% was observed, and this 

sample experienced a total 12.4% strain before final fracture. The engineering fracture 

strength was subsequently determined to be ~774MPa. Due to the relatively low 

magnification (needed for video calibration) and low video recording speed (0.5 frame 

per second) used in this in situ experiments, we were not able to capture the instantaneous 

diameter just before the final facture. Nonetheless, by measuring the diameter at the 

necking section (i.e., ~3.5nm) using the last frame prior to fracture, we obtained a 

nominal true breaking stress of ~3.55GPa (considering the actual instantaneous diameter 

should be less than 3.5nm, the actual true fracture strength may even be higher). 

Interestingly, this "typical" elastoplastic ductile facture was not always observed 

in our systematic investigations. In Figure 4-7, another tensile test with distinctively 

different fracture behavior, i.e., brittle-like fracture was observed. The sample 

experienced comparatively much shorter elongation and suddenly fractured, leaving a 

relatively flat fracture surface (Fig. 2b ).For this particular sample, the diameter was also 

~7.5nm and the initial length was ~60.5nm. At the beginning stage of the tensile test, the 

load was applied along the nanowire axis with a misalignment angle of ~25 degrees, due 

to the changes in sample position and orientation during clamping process. 

Corresponding stress-strain curves in Fig. 2c showed that engineering stress of the 
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sample continuously increased up to ~ 1 GPa before final fracture at ~5% strain. No 

apparent yielding and plastic deformation/necking was observed. 
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Figure 4-7 A typical brittle fracture of a long nanowire under tension with a low 

loading rate (--6.1nm/s): (a) initial state; (b) after breaking (scale bar 10run); (c) 

corresponding engineering stress-strain curve; (d) engineering stress as a function of 

loading time. 

By carefully exammlng the fracture morphologies, stress-strain curves and 

deformation processes from the videos of all 22 in situ quantitative tensile experiments 

performed on sub-20 run Au nanowires, we were able to distinguish the "ductile" versus 

"brittle" fracture modes using the three criteria defined in Table 4-2 and divide all the 

tests into two categories as summarized in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 Summary of the 22 successful tensile tests on ultrathin gold nanowires 

Engineering True 
Diameter Strength Strength Fracture 

Sample (nm) (GPa) (GPa) Strain 
Ductile 

1 8.5 0.598 6.913 0.145 
2- 7.5 0.774 3.554 0.124 
3 9.9 0.822 5.497 0.161 
4 7.4 0.889 5.409 0.110 
5 9.7 0.654 9.819 0.196 
6 5.5 0.813 9.607 0.142 
7 10.5 0.960 4.150 0.111 
8 10.0 0.620 6.055 0.264 

Average 8.6 0.766 6.375 0.156 
Brittle 

1 14.0 0.641 1.038 0.033 
2 10.0 0.892 1.586 0.059 
3 7.2 1.008 2.534 0.068 
4 9.3 1.860 2.644 0.037 
5 7.1 0.875 1.437 0.033 
6 9.1 0.625 0.885 0.065 
7 10.0 0.827 1.768 0.063 
8 10.0 0.552 1.190 0.057 
9 7.5 1.550 2.181 0.084 
10 8.5 0.601 0.890 0.071 
11 6.4 0.939 1.087 0.061 
12 10.1 1.034 1.274 0.073 
13 7.5 1.000 1.563 0.050 
14 10.0 0.600 1.667 0.074 

Average 9.0 0.929 1.553 0.059 

It might be noted that, while in general the ductility (breaking strain) was used as 

the primary criterion, fracture surface morphology and deformation process observed 

from the videos were oftentimes more straightforward in determining the fracture modes 
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without the need of labor-intensive data processing and extraction. However, due to re-

arrangements of surface atoms, the fracture morphology may change as a function of 

time, resulting in hard-to-distinguish features under lower TEM imaging magnifications 

(typical magnifications for most of in situ experiments performed). This could make the 

last two criteria less reliable. Finally from Table 4-1, the brittle fracture samples had 

slightly higher engineering fracture strength than the ductile fracture samples on average, 

while samples failed in ductile mode had much higher true fracture strength than the ones 

failed in brittle mode, due to the significant cross-section area reductions during the 

necking process. 

Table 4-2 Criteria for defining "brittle" and "ductile" fracture 

Fracture Modes Brittle Ductile 
Ductility 

(breaking strain) <8.5% (AVG 5.9%) >11.0% (AVG 15.6%) 

Fracture surface "Cleavage" (flat fracture surface "necking down to a point" 
morphology I perpendicular to the nanowire axis) (extreme case: atom chain) 

stable necking developments, 
Deformation limited plastic deformation, sustained elongation until final 

process sudden fracture fracture 

Gold was considered as one of most ductile metals and very rarely has brittle 

fracture for gold samples at room temperature been reported, even at the nanoscale. One 

may suggest that higher loading rate could potentially cause this brittle fracture for the 

ultrathin gold nanowire. However, in all 22 successful tensile tests with nanowire 

diameters ranging from 5-15run, 14 of them were fractured in "brittle" mode (see Table 
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4-1) and they occurred under various loading rates ranging from 0.1-0.5nm1s. Loading 

rates of the same range were applied in the ductile fracture cases. In particular, the 

specific test shown in Fig. 4-7 was performed at an extremely slow rate ofO.lnmls, with 

the total duration of the experiment reached 250 seconds (Fig. 4-7 d), which is slower 

than most of the ductile fracture cases. Therefore, the loading rate appears not to be the 

dominating factor in determining the fracture modes. 

Compared to the recently established surface partial dislocation mediated plastic 

deformation induced ductile fracture [3, 4, as well as Chapter 4.1] of nanoscale metals, 

the unusual brittle fracture behavior observed is particularly intriguing as these 

dimensionally similar nanowire samples were originally all single crystals with the same 

orientation, and were tested under similar loading rates at room temperature. In order to 

reveal the underlying mechanism behind this "brittle" fracture, HR TEM analysis was 

performed for a sample failed in brittle mode, with the highly magnified image focusing 

on the broken section. Interestingly, we discovered that there were multiple twin 

boundaries near the fracture zone (Fig. 4-8). The twin boundaries were perpendicular to 

the nanowire axis, and the fracture of nanowire samples appeared to always occur along 

or near one of the twin boundaries (Fig. 4-8 a-f). Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) 

calculation of the sample after fracture (Fig. 4-8 g) also confirmed the existence of twin 

structures in the fractured nanowire. The same link between the observed twin structures 

on {Ill} planes of the nanowire samples and the brittle fracture mode was confirmed for 

all 14 samples (Table 4-1) via high resolution imaging. Moreover, no such twin structures 

were observed for any of the nanowire samples fractured in ductile mode. This strongly 
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suggested that the twin structure might play a critical role in brittle facture of the 

nanowire. 

(a-f) 

(g) 

Figure 4-8 HRTEM tensile test of a short nanowire with twins: (a) initial state with 

three twin boundaries; (b) surface non-uniformity near the bottom twin (marked by white 

dotted line) under tension; (c-d) further loading cause stress concentration at the 

intersection between bottom twin boundary and free surface; ( e) right before fracture, a 

groove was formed near the marked twin boundary; (f) after fracture along the bottom 

twin boundary, the top two twin boundaries remained inside the nanowire; (g) a nanowire 
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fractured in brittle mode, corresponding FFT insert clearly shows the remaining twin 

structures (all scale bar 5nm). 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to further assess the role 

of twinning on subsequent fracture modes. Two different cylindrical Au virtual nanowire 

samples, one with perfect face centered cubic (f.c.c.) structure and another with a sharp 

interface bounded by fc.c and hexagonal close packed (h.c.p.) structures at the center 

simulating the observed twin boundaries, were examined under uni-axial tension between 

two substrates. The atomistic cross-sectional views of the initial nanowire geometry and 

final fracture morphology of both samples were shown in Fig. 4-9. 

Nanowire samples are initially of the same crystalline orientation (except for the 

twinned region shown in Fig. 4-9 c), as well as of the same vertical and radial dimensions 

(Le., L = 4.2 nm and D = 3.5 nm) in cylindrical shape with each being separately 

sandwiched between two substrates. A circular notch was created initially in the 

nanowire either at the middle position or at the twin boundary (Fig. 4-9 a and c), to 

resemble the surface non-uniformity observed in experiments (FigA-8). This notch also 

served as the position for initial deformation to occur. In Fig. 4-9 c atoms in twinned 

region were coloured in red with other atoms coloured in orange, while in Fig. 4-10 e-f 

atoms were coloured via the local order parameter proposed by Steinhardt et al. [153]. 
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Figure 4-9 MD simulation of nanowires of comparable dimensions with and without 

twins in the middle: projection view of a pristine single crystal nanowire without twin 

before loading (a) and after fracture (b); projection view of a nanowire with a twin 

boundary in the middle (with atoms in the initial twinned region coloured in red), before 

loading (c) and after fracture (d); the atomic configurations in (b) and (d) were rotated in 

order to clearly reveal the remaining twin structures as indicated by black dash lines; (e) 

force versus displacement / elongation curves for both tests. 
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The simulations were performed in a NVT ensemble with the temperature 

maintained at 300 K using a Nose-Hoover thermostat [154]. During the simulations, the 

top and bottom substrates were brought apart at a constant speed of Vz = 0.2m/s, 

stretching the nanowire clamped in between until final fracture. The inter-atomic 

potential employed in the present study to describe the interactions between atoms is the 

embedded-atom method (EAM) [155-156] potential for Au developed by Cai and Ye 

[157]. 

In Figure 4-9 a & b, the single crystalline f.c.c. nanowire deformed and fractured 

in a ductile manner with significant elongation and thinning, and sustained large strain. 

On the other hand, the nanowire with a twin boundary at the center would break near the 

twin boundary, at a much smaller strain with almost no thinning process (Fig. 4-9 c & d). 

Careful examination of the structural changes during tension and final fracture 

morphologies of these two samples revealed that the single crystalline nanowire formed 

two sharp long tips following the substantial necking development, with no twin 

boundaries could be observed during tension and after failure. On the other hand, the 

initially twinned nanowire formed a relatively flat fracture surface, with a couple more 

twin boundaries appeared in the fractured sample (Fig. 4-9 d) similar to what has been 

experimentally observed in Fig. 4-8 g. The facture seemed to have initiated from the 

intersection of the initial twin boundary with the nanowire surface, where surface atom 

arrangements had been disturbed by the intersection of twin boundary (Fig. 4-8 and 4-10 

b) In Fig. 4-9 e, applied force along nanowire axis direction (Fz) versus elongation (0) of 

the nanowires before fracture were plotted, clearly demonstrating the nanowire with 

initial twin structure had much less ductility than that of single crystalline nanowire 
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(about 3-4 times differences, correlating well the experimental results summarized in 

Table 4-1). Therefore, the effects of twining on determination of Au nanowire ductility 

and fracture modes had been verified. 

4.2.4. Discussions 

Considering the fact that all samples initially have the same single crystalline 

<111> structure, it is certainly of interest to examine how these twin structures formed in 

pristine nanowires. It should be noted that twins can easily form in gold nanowires under 

various loading conditions as gold has relatively low stacking fault energy [158]. It is 

possible that those twins may occasionally form during manipulation and sample 

clamping process. More importantly, we experimentally confirmed that twins could form 

during tensile loading from the initial single crystalline structure, as shown in Fig. 4-10 a

b. Similar type of twin formation in gold nanorod during tensile loading had been also 

observed experimentally [159] and in computational simulation [160-162]. It is shown 

that the formation of twins is associated with the stack fault (SF) generation [149], as 

well as the collective motion of Shockley partial <112>/6 along {111} slip planes that 

can transform the structure from FCC to HCP [160, 162]. 
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Figure 4-10 Experimental and computational confirmation of twin formation during 

tensile loading: a short single crystal nanowire under in situ HRTEM tensile loading, 

before loading (a) and after a certain amount deformation with twin formed (b); In (b), 

two twin boundaries and a stacking fault (SF) were clearly observed, the inserted FFT 

confirmed the observed twins were along (111) planes (scale bar Snm); (c) the 

configuration of shear induced twin formation in MD simulation; (d) shear stress 0', 

versus strain £=t plot with corresponding twin formation events (e and f). In e and f, 

atoms were coloured in yellow representing normal FCC arrangements, coloured in blue 

representing HCP arrangements and coloured in white representing surface atoms. 
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In Fig. 4-10 as well as in Fig. 4-8, twin boundaries were observed to be perpendicular to 

the nanowire and loading axis. It is thus a quite logical next step to evaluate the 

possibility of having a driving force perpendicular to the intended loading direction 

(along nanowire axial direction) that could result in the formation of the observed twin 

structures. In all cases where twin formation (e.g., see Figs. 4-7, 4-8, 4-10 and Ref. [159]) 

had occurred, some initial misalignments between nanowire axis and loading directions 

were always observed. As such misalignment inevitably induced shearing along the 

transverse planes, it might provide the necessary driving force to promote the nucleation 

of SF and subsequently the formation of twins. 

To validate this possible origin of twin formation due to misalignment induced 

shearing, we again performed MD simulations. An originally pristine single crystal 

nanowire oriented along <111> direction was placed under a tensile loading force F. 

The loading direction is ~ 11 degree off the wire axis (Fig. 4-1 0 c), introducing a shear 

component Ft. The corresponding shear stress-strain ( u t -C::t) curve was shown in Fig. 4-

10 d. We observed that onceu, exceeded a critical value ~0.13 GPa (well comparable to 

experiment data taking into consideration of misalignment angle), twinning partial 

dislocations were nucleated (see Fig. 4-10 e-f) and corresponding load drops were 

observed (see Fig. 4-l0d). It is worth noting that the shear loading component Ft is fairly 

small compared to the primary tensile loading force, in accordance with small 

misalignment angles in reality. It is for this reason that no significant load drops were 

observed in the tensile stress-strain curves of nanowires fractured in brittle modes. 

Additionally, considering the fact that misalignments may be unavoidable during 

the initial stage of tensile tests due to the difficulties associated with sample manipulation 
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and clamping, it is very important to evaluate the magnitude of misalignment that could 

lead to the observed twin formation and subsequent brittle fracture rather than the more 

classical partial dislocation nucleation and propagation mediated ductile fracture. In fact, 

the initial stage of both conditions was activated by one partial/stacking fault, so we only 

need to consider those slip systems that result in intrinsic stacking faults. From the 

Thompson Tetrahedrons [163] , we can identify the possible operating slip systems during 

tensile deformation of the nanowire as following: 

1. Twinning partial: (111) [1 12] 

2. Non-twinning partials: (11 1)[1 12] , (111)[211] and (111)[121] 

.... 

.... 

.# , . 
[112] 

Figure 4-11 Schematic illustration of loading misalignment with corresponding 

multiple slip systems for twining partial and normal partial dislocation initiation: 

the bold black (red) line with single-head arrow stands for the loading direction with a 

misalignment angle theta; and the dotted grey (blue) lines with single-head arrow indicate 

two possible partial dislocation slip systems. 
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Note in Fig. 4-11, only slip systems (111)[112] and(11 1)[112] were shown as 

they are most relevant if a shear component is induced along [112] direction due to 

misalignment. By assuming actual loading stress cr and misalignment angle 8, we can 

calculate the corresponding resolved shear stress on slip systems (111)[112] and 

(111)[112], denoted as 'tT and 'tp, respectively. 

'tT=crsin8cos8 

'tp=crsin(19.47-8)cos(19.47-8) -- 19.47 is the angle between [111] and [112] directions 

So the criteria of the (111) twin formation prior to the (111)[1 12] partial dislocation slip 

will be: 

'tT> 'tp + crsin8cos8 > crsin(19.47-8)cos(19.47-8) +48> 38.94 + 8> 9.74 degree 

From this calculation, it is clear that when initial misalignment angle 8 is small 

(less than 9.74 degree), the shear component 'tT for twinning partial is small while the 

shear component for (11 1)[1 12] non-twinning partial is much larger, resulting in the 

non-twinning partial dislocation nucleation/propagation mediated ductile fracture. 

However, if the 8 is larger than 9.74 degree, the shear component 'tT for twinning partial 

will be larger than the shear component for non-twinning partial, resulting in the twin 

formation and subsequent brittle fracture. Therefore, this simple criterion based on 

competition between twin formation and partial dislocation nucleation/propagation as a 
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function of misalignment angle could be used to explain experimentally observed brittle 

and ductile fracture in sub-20 nm gold nanowires. 

Finally, it is worth noting that due to the high aspect ratio of the nanowire samples 

tested (thus quite compliant in the transverse direction) and the nature of the TEM 

loading stage configuration, tensile loading generally tends to become self-aligned in 

later stage of the tests. Thus even after the initial formation of twins, partial dislocations 

might still be generated later. Systematically understanding of how twins interact with 

later formed partial dislocations and how such interactions affect subsequent fracture 

mode would definitely be an interesting future work to be explored. In one of the 

preliminary study shown in Fig.4-12, we observed that partial dislocations had been 

activated in later stage of tensile testing. It indeed could be blocked by the twin 

boundaries, which prevents the dislocation propagation as well as the subsequent necking 

process, resulted in the similar brittle fracture. These may also explain the slightly higher 

engineering tensile strength for nanowires failed in brittle mode, which possibly 

confirmed twin strengthening effect in nanowires [158] experimentally. 
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Figure 4-12 Dislocation blocked by the twin boundary, resulted in the typical brittle 

fracture near the twin boundary 
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4.2.5. Conclusions 

In summary, we have systematically studied the mechanical behavior of sub-20 

nm gold nanowires under tension loading. For nanowires of virtually the same pristine 

single crystal structure and dimensions, distinct fracture behaviors were observed 

including both the expected ductile fracture and the unusual brittle fracture with low 

ductility. In the samples that experienced brittle fracture, (111) twin structures were 

found to form during initial loading stage due to small misalignment and the final failure 

usually occurs along one of the twin boundaries. This study provided a comprehensive 

picture of deformation and fracture mechanisms of ultrathin metallic nanowires. Our 

results can potentially offer significant insights towards the reliability of future 

nanoelectronic and nanoelectromechanical devices consists of these fascinating nanoscale 

building blocks. 
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Chapter 5 

Cold Welding of Ultrathin Gold Nanowires 

5.1. I ntrod uction 

Welding, with its historic development tracing back to the Bronze Age, serves 

modem industry in broad areas where metals are used [164]. While back to 1940s people 

started to recognize "cold-welding" as a general phenomenon, it had already been 

practiced for more than 700 years [165, 166]. Unlike normal welding where liquids or 

molten phases need to be present, cold-welding is a solid-state welding process in which 

joining takes place without fusion (the process of causing a material to melt with intense 

heat) at the interface. However, in order to realize the cold-welding for bulk metals, 

either high applied normal/frictional load or atomically clean flat ductile surface in 

ultrahigh vacuum environment is generally required. About two decades ago, G.M. 

Whitesides and his colleagues discovered that metallic thin film, such as gold, supported 

on compliant elastomers can weld together at remarkably low loads under ambient 

laboratory conditions [166]. While its underlying mechanism has not been fully 

understood, this finding extended cold-welding process into a broad range of modem 

organic microelectronic/optoelectronic devices fabrication, such as organic light emitting 

devices (OLED) and photovoltaic cells [167]. Now as extensive researches going on for 

nano-electronic devices and NEMS, whether or not cold-welding could also be practiced 

at the nanoscale becomes an interesting topic. In recent years, scientists successfully 
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realized the joining of individual low-dimensional nanostructures, such as carbon 

nanotubes [110, 168-170] and metal/semiconductor-filled carbon nanotubes [171-174], 

metal/semiconductor/ceramic nanowires and nanoparticles [175-183], by either applying 

voltage/current or heating the sample stage or focusing high intensity electron or laser 

beams on the joining section. While these methods certainly have their own advantages, 

however, aforementioned nanoscale welding techniques have always involved some sorts 

of local heating processes which could be difficult to control precisely at relevant length 

scales and may change the underlying substructures and related properties of the original 

building blocks. Due to these limitations, the idea of cold-welding, which joins 

nanostructures without heating, becomes an attractive solution for bottom-up assembly at 

the nanoscale. 

5.2. Nanoscale cold-welding 

In this work, cold-welding of individual gold nanowires was performed and 

monitored inside a high resolution transmission electron microscope (RR TEM) equipped 

with NanofactoryTM TEM-scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and TEM-atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) sample holders. Ultrathin gold nanowires (diameter less than 10nm) 

were chosen because they are widely considered as an ideal candidate to achieve 

extremely dense logic and memory circuits as future molecular-scale interconnects [38, 

41]. The good resistance to oxidization for gold is another reason. Samples were selected 

from two sources. The first type is the ultrathin gold nanowires with relatively small 

aspect ratio, i.e. with -5-10nm in diameter and 10-50nm ih length, referred as "nanorods" 

in this paper. They were originally ligaments that were cut off in situ from home-made 
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porous gold nanostructures (Fig. 5-1 a). The porous gold nanostructures were obtained 

via dealloying process of gold-silver alloy [119, 121]. The second type of sample is 

recently developed micron-long ultrathin gold nanowires [41] with 3-9nm in diameters 

(Fig. 5-1 b). HRTEM imaging and selected area diffraction (SAD) showed that both 

samples had single crystalline face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. The average inter

fringe distances for both types of sample were measured to be around 0.23-0.24nm, 

corresponding to (111) lattice spacing (0.23 nm) of the FCC gold crystal. 

a b 

Figure 5-1 Two types of ultrathin gold nanowire samples. TEM images of (a) an 

ultrathin gold nanorod (scale bar 5nm) on porous gold nanostructures and (b) micron

long ultrathin gold nanowires (scale bar 100nm), with corresponding HRTEM image 

inserts showing the crystalline structures (chemically-fabricated micron-long nanowires 

were usually covered with a layer of surfactant (oleylamine), and mechanical rubbing 

between two nanowires can effectively remove the residual surfactant on their surfaces 

before welding experiments) (scale bar 5nm in both inserts) 
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The in situ TEM samples were prepared by adhering nanowires or nanorods onto 

tungsten or gold STM probes and then loaded to the TEM-STM or TEM-AFM holders 

(NanoFactoryTM Instruments, Sweden). Three-dimensional movement of STM probes 

was driven by a piezo-electric head of the holders. In addition to normal manipulation 

and joining of nanowires, the TEM-STM holder can also apply a specific bias and 

measure the current response of the nanowire sample bridged across two gold STM 

probes. All welding experiments were carried out using an FEITM Tecnai 0 2 F30 TEM, 

mostly operating at 300KV working voltage (lower working voltages were also used in 

order to rule out the electron beam heating effect). During all welding experiments, no 

current was passed through the sample and a low intensity electron beam was always 

used for imaging and video capturing. 

b 

Figure 5-2 Nanowire manipulation and welding geometries. Schematic images of two 

welding geometries for ultrathin gold nanowires: (a) Head-to-head; (b) Side-to-side mode 

(8 represents virtual bending deflection of the top nanowire when contacting to the 
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bottom nanowire); (c) A TEM image showing the manipulating movement of a longer 

nanowire toward a short nanowire (Scale bar 10nm) 

Both "head-to-head" and "side-to-side" joining were performed in our 

experiments for both types of samples using the TEM-STM holder, as illustrated in Fig. 

5-2 a-b, respectively. Other welding geometries can be also realized, such as a case of 

"head-to-side" joining shown in Supplementary Information. Individual nanowire was 

manipulated through a tungsten or gold STM probe (Fig. 5-2c), driven by a movable 

piezo-electric head of the holder. Joining of two gold nanorods was attempted first in the 

head-to-head way, as shown in Fig. 5-3. We manipulated one nanorod toward another by 

continuously adjusting the position alignment until the two samples approaching each 

other head to head (Fig. 5-3 a-b). When the front surfaces of the two nanorods contacted, 

they welded together instantly (about 1.5 second, Fig. 5-3 c-d). After the welding, the 

image contrast of the welded nanorod became more and more uniform (Fig. 5-3 d-f), 

indicating continuous substructure evolutions (Fig. 5-3 d-e) to smooth the surface. Once 

this process completed, the STM probe was then pulled back (Fig. 5-3 f-h) along the 

direction indicated by the arrow, until fully separated from the sample. It was shown that 

the as-welded nanorod still maintained its morphology and structure in the free-standing 

state (Fig. 5-3 i). Similar joining was also successfully made for micron-long ultrathin 

gold nanowires; however, head-to-head welding for gold nanorods was much easier to be 

performed since they had no buckling issue as in the case of manipulating longer 

nanoWlres. 
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Figure 5-3 Head-to-head welding of two gold nanorods. One nanorod (right) was 

driven to approach another (left) until their front surfaces contacted (a-c); Welding 

process was then completed within ~ 1.5 seconds (c-d) followed with structure relaxation 

(d-e); After withdrawing the STM probe (f-i), the as-welded nanowire was in the free

standing state in the last image (i). Triangles indicate the front edges of two nanorods; 

Arrows indicates the withdrawing direction of the STM probe (Scale bar 5nm) 

For the side-to-side welding, precise alignment is not required and successful 

joining of both types of samples was easily repeated for many times. Simply 

manipulating the nanowires until they partially overlapped to each other, a side-by-side 

contact could then be made and cold-welding would always occur promptly (Fig. 5-4 a-
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b). The particular welding process finished within 34 seconds (Fig. 5-4 b-c), and HRTEM 

imaging in Fig. 5-4 d shows the structure of the as-welded structure after relaxation 

process. In order to check the welding quality, in situ pulling of the as-welded nanowire 

(Fig. 5-4 e-j) was performed right after the first joining. Surprisingly, the welded 

nanowire formed a neck and broke at another location rather than at the joining section 

from the first welding. Comparison of the lengths of the nanowire which remained 

stationary at the bottom during the pulling process (original ~21.5nm in Fig. 5-4 a and 

after-breaking ~25.7nm in Fig. 5-4 j) clearly demonstrated that the as-welded nanowire 

broke at a different location which was about 4.2nm above the original welding spot. The 

qualitative pulling result implies that the as-welded structure is as strong as the original 

nanowlre. 

With the same sample shown in Fig. 5-4 a-j, we also performed a second welding 

via a head-to-head mode, and then pulled the as-welded nanowire again until breaking. 

During this pulling process, the sample formed a neck near the second welding zone (Fig. 

5-4 k). Fast Fourier Transformations (FFT) from images taken from both the welded 

segment and the remaining segment of the nanowire (which also contained the first 

welding zone) confirmed that the second welding zone and the rest part of the nanowire 

(Fig. 5-41) were both single crystalline in the same <111> orientation. 
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Figure 5-4 Side-to-side welding of two gold nanowires. Welding of two ultrathin gold 

nanowires was completed within ~34 seconds by making side-to-side contacts (a-c), 

followed with structure relaxation (c-d) and in situ pulling of the as-welded nanowire (e

j); The thin double-headed arrows in (a) and U) indicate the bottom nanowire length 

before and after the first welding and pulling; Then the two broken nanowires in G) was 

welded again by making a second contact, followed with a second pulling and breaking. 

Images k and I show HR TEM images of the necking area during the second pulling and 
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the remaining nanowire at the bottom after second breaking, respectively; Inserts show 

calculated diffraction patterns from the square regions of both images by Fast Fourier 

Transformation (FFT); Again, triangles show two edges of two nanowires before welding 

while the thicker single-headed arrows indicate the STM probe pulling direction. (Scale 

bar 5nm) 

In addition to aforementioned "head-to-head" and "side-to-side" joining 

geometries, cold-welding can also be realized in other geometries depending on (a) the 

relative positions of two nanowires; (b) the degree-of-freedom of nano-manipulation; ( c) 

the matching orientation of two nanowires. For example, a "head-to-side" welding was 

successfully performed and form a "T" shape nanowire junction (Fig. 5-5 a-c). 

Combining multiple welding geometries, more complex configuration of nanowires can 

be bottom-up assembled, such as illustrated in Fig. 5-5 d. 

Figure 5-5 Head-to-side welding for two ultrathin gold nanowires (a) An illustration 

of welding geometry; (b) Before welding and (c) After cold-welding; (d) The joining of 

multiple (three) nanowires by cold-welding (Scale bar 10nm in all three images) 
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5.3. In situ mechanical and electrical measurements 

In order to quantitatively determine the strength of the as-welded structures, an in 

situ TEM-AFM holder was used to perform tensile tests on as-welded nanowires, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5-6 a. 

The TEM-AFM holder was used primarily for quantitative measurement of 

nanowire strength, on which a silicon AFM cantilever beam with known spring constant 

(4.8N/m) was deflected by the clamped nanowire sample under tensile loading. The 

sample attachment to the AFM cantilever was made by pushing nanowire against the 

AFM tip surface, which was coated with an adhesive layer, until strong bonding was 

formed. Since the deflection of the cantilever is much smaller than its length, a linear 

relationship between ~D (displacement of the AFM tip, same as the cantilever deflection) 

and F (force applied on the nanowire sample) was assumed. During the experiment, a 

selected area diffraction (SAD) center-spot blocking bar which is free of movement 

throughout the process of taking TEM images and videos was inserted as the reference 

for displacement measurements. The tensile strength was calculated as engineering stress. 

The stress calculation was reasonably accurate (less than ±10% error) with magnified 

views of cantilever deflections in TEM images. 

It should be noted that the two nanowire samples to be welded were first obtained 

by breaking one original gold nanowire, with measured tensile strength - 600±50MPa 

(engineering stress). A side-to-side cold-welding experiment was performed following 

the breaking of the original nanowire. Once the joining and relaxation process were 

completed (Fig. 5-6 b-c), we pulled the as-welded nanowire away from the AFM tip. 

Again the breaking point was not in the welding zone. By measuring the deflection of the 
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AFM cantilever (AD), a tensile strength about 580±40MPa (engineering stress) was 

obtained. This compares very well with the strength of the original nanowire. In contrast, 

the tensile strength for bulk gold is normally about lOOMPa [144]. The drastically 

increased mechanical strength for gold nanowires was experimentally and 

computationally demonstrated before [16, 19] (It has been well recognized that there 

exists a strong size effect in mechanical behaviours for metals and more generally, 

"smaller is stronger" ([ 16] and the included references). At nanometer length scale, the 

structure of materials such as nanowires is normally free of defects, and the deformation 

mechanism is quite different from that of bulk materials. As such, the strength of 

nanowires can even approach the ideal strength of materials. The observed high 

mechanical strength for gold nanowires in this study correlates well with earlier results 

obtained both experimentally and computationally [16, 19]. ). These measurements 

clearly confirmed that as-welded nanowires had maintained the superior mechanical 

properties as the original single crystalline nanowires. 
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Figure 5-6 In situ tensile measurements. (a) A schematic illustration shows how the 

AFM cantilever acted as a force sensor (by measuring the deflection of the cantilever ~D) 

and the STM probe acted as an actuator while attached nanowire sample was under 

tensile loading; (b-c) Two gold nanowires before and after cold-welding on the TEM-

AFM holder; (d) The as-welded nanowire under the maximum load state and (e) The 

broken nanowires at the steady state (note that the breaking point was no longer the same 

as the initial contact point); The thin double-headed arrows in (d) and (e) indicate the 

relative displacements of the AFM cantilever tip with respect to the reference bar; 

Triangles show the edges of two nanowires before and during welding while the thicker 

single-headed arrows indicate the tensile loading direction. (Scale bar lOnm) 
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Finally in situ electrical measurements on the original and as-welded nanowires 

using the TEM-STM holder were carried out and compared for their current-voltage (I-V) 

responses. In Fig. 5-7 a, a gold nanowire (-130nm in length, -7nm in diameter) was 

bridged between gold probes. By applying -1 to +lmV bias, we repeated I-V 

measurements for total nine times, and obtained an average electrical resistivity 

292.6±5.80-nm. The subsequent as-welded nanowires were then obtained by breaking 

the original nanowire and re-welding together, such as shown in Fig. 5-7 b-c. Total 

eleven times of breaking and re-welding were performed, through either side-to-side or 

head-to-head modes at different welding locations (since as-welded nanowires oftentimes 

broke at a different location than the previous welding spot). Electrical measurements 

were performed at least twice for each as-welded nanowire. The corresponding averaged 

I-V curves were plotted in Fig. 5-7 d, along with that of the original nanowire. An 

average electrical resistivity 298.1±14.50-nm was obtained from all eleven successfully 

welded nanowires. It clearly demonstrated that the electrical resistivity had little change 

for each successful welding, and the average resistivity of as-welded samples was indeed 

very close to that of the original nanowire. These results also compare very well with the 

resistivity data (2600-nm) in Ref. [41] for the same micron-long ultrathin gold 

nanowires. Even without full correction of contact resistance, the electrical resistivities of 

these original and as-welded nanowires were already lower than many other types of gold 

nanowires with diameter ranging from 4nm to 90nm [e.g. 184-186], clearly suggesting 

great potentials of using ultrathin gold nanowires as future interconnects and cold

welding as an efficient nanoscale assembly technique. 
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Figure 5-7 In situ electrical measurements. (a-c) For a gold nanowire with 130 run in 

length and 7 nm in diameter bridged between gold probes at initial, broken, and welding 

states (Scale bar 10run); (d) The comparison of the averaged I-V curves of the original 

and as-welded gold nanowires; Cold-welding was successfully performed eleven times 

with the same sample by breaking and re-welding the nanowire, such as shown in (a-c); 

The Y-axis (current) error was --2% for the original nanowire measurement and ~5% for 

each measurement of as-welded nanowire. 

5.4. Comparison with heating-involved welding and macroscopic 

cold-welding 
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In contrast to other existing techniques for joining individual nanostructures, the 

demonstrated technique distinguished itself by requiring no local heating process, i.e. no 

need to apply bias or to use dedicated heating stage. Additional heating effects from the 

electron beam can be ruled out [187-188], since only low intensity spread electron beams 

were used for imaging (First of all, it might be noted that cold-welding experiments were 

also successfully performed at 100KV low dose condition as well as the beam-blank 

condition. However, even when the TEM was operated at 300KV, according to [187] and 

the Supporting Information of [177], temperature increase due to electron beam 

irradiation effect will be limited within about 10°C with low intensity electron beam 

condition. In addition, as estimated from the energy-loss spectrum [188], the increasing 

of temperature associated with electron beam irradiation can be really small (less than 

7K) for gold nanoparticles with radius above 2nm on substrates with good thermal 

conductivity. Considering that the radii of the ultrathin nanowires used in this study were 

right all above 2 nm, and samples were attached to gold or tungsten probes with 

conductive silver paste, electron beam heating effects were thought to be not significant 

in current study.). 

The cold-welding processes were also faster than most other welding processes involving 

heating [e.g. 173, 175-177] and were completed at near room temperature with no 

observable fusion occurred at the welding interface. As a result, the single crystalline 

structures of the original and as-welded nanowires were well maintained during the 

welding process, with almost no defects or impurities introduced. The strength of as

welded nanowires was at least as strong as that of original nanowires, due to the fact that 

the welding zone had the same lattice structure and connected to the original wires with 
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no observable grain boundaries. It also appears that the cold-welding had very little effect 

on electron conduction---this could again be attributed to the near perfect welding zone 

formed during this process. 

More importantly, we have successfully extended this technique to other metal 

systems, that is, cold-welding also occurs between silver-silver nanowires, (Fig. 5-8), as 

long as they are single crystals with matching orientation and clean surfaces, and with 

small diameters (usually less than 20nm). 

c d e 

Figure 5-8 Cold-welding of ultrathin silver nanowires/nanorods. (a) a silver nanowire 

(top) was approaching to a silver nanorod (bottom); (b) cold-welding occurred once their 

front surfaces touched each other; (c) high magnification images of the welding zone; (d) 

the as-welded silver nanowire after relaxation; (e) in situ pulling test was performed and 

the as-welded silver nanowire broke at a different location rather than the welding 

section. Scale bars in (a), (b), (d), (e) are lOnm, and in (c) is 5nm. 
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On the other hand, for joining between dissimilar materials, so far we observed 

that cold-welding could easily occur between gold and silver (Fig. 5-9), which should be 

attributed to their similar crystalline structures and lattice spacing 

a 

c d 
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Figure 5-9 Cold-welding process between a silver nanowire and a gold nanowire. (a) 

an ultrathin gold nanowire (right, diameter'" 1 Onm) was approaching to a silver nanowire 

(left, diameter'" 15-20nm); (b) cold-welding didn't occur instantly as they touched each 

other due to the existence of surface surfactants on gold nanowires; (c) after removal of 

the surface layer on their front edges, cold-welding occurred quickly; (d) the as-welded 

Au-Ag nanowire structure after relaxation; (e) in situ pulling of the as-welding nanowire 

structures was performed and the breaking point was in the original silver nanowire 

section, rather than at the Au-Ag welding zone; (f) EDAX showing the composition of 

the nanowires. Scale bars in (a), (b), (d) and (e) are lOnm and in (c) is Snm. 
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Unlike the traditional cold-welding of bulk materials which normally requires 

high load, the cold-welding of ultrathin nanowires described in this paper could occur 

easily for "head-to-head" welding experiments with matching crystalline orientations and 

little external force was needed. While for "side-to-side" welding mode, the joining could 

occur by only making mechanical contact between the nanowires to be welded and no 

significant deformation due to contact was found in all experiments. Although the exact 

contact geometry and applied load were difficult to quantify at the joining interface, an 

estimation of the applied stress to join nanowires in the side-to-side geometry (Fig. 5-2 b) 

was attempted using simple beam theory. Assuming a small lateral deflection of o=lnm 

for an lOOnm-Iong nanowire sample (Fig. 5-2 c) resulted from the side-to-side contact 

with contact surface area of ~lOnm2, and using Young's modulus ~70GPa for common 

gold nanowires [16], the calculated applied stress is only ~4.7MPa. This value is 

considered as the upper limit of the actual applied stress, since very little lateral 

deflection was seen in the actual experiments using the side-to-side welding. This value, 

not only much smaller than the requirement for traditional cold-welding of bulk metals, is 

also smaller than the required pressure for cold-welding of metallic thin film (larger than 

100MPa in [167]). It should be noted that, the reported pressure for cold-welding of gold 

thin film (O.Ig1cm2, i.e. 9.8Pa in [166]) represents the average stress over a large lcm

by-l cm area which could have many local contact points due to surface asperities. The 

actual pressure for individual asperities would likely be much higher. Therefore, this 

work may offer a nanoscopic view of the initial stages of macroscopic cold-welding for 

either bulk metals or metallic thin film. 
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5.5. Mechanisms of nanoscale cOld-welding 

Atomic diffusion and surface relaxation that were considered as important factors 

in macroscopic cold-welding were obviously at play in aforementioned nanoscale process 

[165, 166, 178]. It is well recognized that the diffusion barrier of a single metal atom on 

metal surface is quite low (typically less than lev) [189]. Thermal activation at even 

room temperature is enough to overcome such low barriers, so isolated metal atoms can 

diffuse rapidly through surface diffusion. However, to create such isolated atoms requires 

much higher energy cost. It is the combination of the formation and diffusion energy 

barriers that determine the cold-welding observed in this work. The mechanical 

manipulation clearly provided the necessary extra driving force which facilitates the cold

welding and unification of two nanowires. 

Additionally, we believe that the "oriented attachment" mechanism as reported 

for PdSe nanocrystal [177, 190], was also playing an important role in welding occurring 

at near room temperature. One evidence is that cold-welding always occurred easily and 

instantly between two nanowires with the same growth orientation, especially for those 

that were obtained by breaking one original nanowire into two segments. The matching 

orientation is therefore a key to realize successful welding. It will certainly be very 

interesting future work to verify if the aforementioned mechanically assisted surface 

atom diffusion alone could facilitate cold-welding of nanowires with different crystal 

orientations. On the other hand, while PbSe nanocrystal particles still require a low 

temperature heating (l00°C-150°C [177]) for unification, the welding process reported 

here had no such requirement. This could be understood as following: Firstly, the 

mechanical manipUlation of the nanowire, instead of local heating, helped samples to 
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match their orientation with each other, as the beginning of the "oriented attachment" 

process [177]. Secondly, as in traditional cold-welding, clean surface in high vacuum is 

an important factor [165, 166] and gold nanowire samples (especially for freshly broken 

nanowires) in TEM chamber clearly satisfied this requirement. 

5.6. Conclusion 

Herein, the cold-welding technique demonstrates the capability of joining 

ultrathin gold nanowires without introducing defects. The welding occurred at near room 

temperature with exceptional quality is attributed to nanoscale sample dimensions, 

oriented attachment mechanisms as well as mechanically assisted surface atom 

diffusions. This process requires no heating or high load, and can be done relatively fast. 

More importantly, both mechanical and electrical properties of nanowires were not 

affected by the cold-welding. These results provide the first atomic scale visualization of 

the cold-welding process, revealing for the first time the physical mechanisms of cold

welding of nanowires. Combining with other nano/micro-fabrication technologies [191-

193], nano-scale cold-welding is expected to h~ve potential applications for future 

bottom-up assembly of metallic 1-D nanostructures and next-generation interconnects for 

extreme dense logic circuits. 
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Concluding Remarks 
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In the past decade, a tremendous amount of experimental and theoretical research 

has been conducted to characterize one dimensional nanostructures. However, the 

characterization of 1-D metallic nanostructures remains very challenging, especially for 

in situ tensile testing for samples with different diameters. In this thesis study, we present 

the usage of two dedicated platforms, based on (1) a novel micro mechanical device 

(MMD) assisted with a quantitative nanoindenter and (2) a TEM-AFM sample holder 

system, to perform in situ tensile tests within a SEM and a TEM on gold and nickel 

nanowires with diameter ranging from a few nanometers to hundreds of nanometers. 

Size dependent mechanical behavior was clearly revealed through our 

systematical study on gold nanowires. Figure 6-1 shows that the dependence of 

engineering tensile breaking strength as a function of nanowire diameter. We found that, 

while "smaller is stronger" still holds in general, the increases in the breaking strength 

(the slope through linear fitting in the log-log scale) for nanowires with 100-300nm 

diameters were higher than that of ultrathin gold nanowire (D<15nm), as shown in Figure 

6-1. 
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Figure 6-1 Size dependence of mechanical behavior of gold nanowires (Engineering 

breaking strength versus Diameter in log scale): the black squares and red circles were 

from ultrathin gold nanowire tests inside a TEM and the blue triangles were from the 

larger diameter gold nanowire tested by micro mechanical devices inside a SEM. 

These trends well agree to those obtained VIa previously conducted pillar 

compression studies [145], confirming the different deformation mechanisms for 1-D 

metallic nanostructures within different diameter ranges. According to the [145], for 1-D 

metallic nanostructures with smaller diameters (i.e. less than 20nm), surface dislocation 

nucleation would be expected to dominate the deformation process. Our in situ HRTEM 

experiments on ultrathin gold nanowires further confirmed this phenomenon and the 

quantitative measurements clearly showed that, for nanowire with ultra-small diameters, 

a lower strain rate would result in higher strength values (Figure 6-2), which also agree 

very well with the theoretical studies [4]. 
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Figure 6-2 Strain rate effects on true breaking strength for ultrathin gold 

nanowires: the black square were from testing results with high strain rate (average 

~O.0013/s) while the red circles were from low strain rate tests (average ~O.0004/s). 

Furthermore, due to the tensile testing geometry, fractures of 1-D nanomaterials 

were characterized. With in situ testing, we were able to clearly observe the fracture 

morphology of the sample during and after breaking. We found that, for larger diameter 

gold nanowires (200-300nm in diameter), samples underwent typical ductile fracture; for 

larger diameter nickel nanowires (200-300nm in diameter) samples usually broke in very 

brittle mode. More interestingly, systematical study on ultrathin gold nanowires showed 

that the same pristine single crystalline samples can break with distinctively different 

fracture morphologies. In-depth HRTEM experiments showed that the unusual brittle 

fractures were associated with twin structures formed during initial loading with 

misalignment. Due to the small sample sizes for ultrathin gold nanowires tested, we were 

able to perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for similar the experiments and 

directly compare the results. Via MD simulation, it was shown that a small amount of 
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initial misalignment can indeed introduce multiple twin structures as appear in the 

experiments. In addition, the comparison for nanowires with and without initial twin 

boundaries under tensile loading in MD simulations showed that nanowire with twin 

structures would break with much less strain and appear more "brittle-like". These results 

can potentially offer significant insights towards the reliability of future nano electronic 

and electromechanical devices consisting of these fascinating nanoscale building blocks. 

Finally, "cold welding" phenomenon was discovered for gold and silver 

nanowires with diameters less than 20nm. This novel physical phenomenon is attributed 

to the nanoscale sample dimensions, oriented-attachment mechanisms, as well as 

mechanically assisted surface atom diffusions. Thus it can be considered as another size 

dependent property for nanomaterials. Combined with other nano- and micro fabrication 

technologies [191-193], nanoscale cold welding is anticipated to have potential 

applications in the future bottom-up assembly of metallic one-dimensional nanostructures 

and next-generation interconnects for extremely dense logic circuits. 

Further work in the direction of this thesis may include: 

(1) Use the micro mechanical device to test more gold and nickel nanowires with 

smaller diameters for size effect study. For example, there remains a gap between 20 

and 100nm in Figure 6-1. At present, we can grow gold nanowires with diameter in 

this range but cannot grow them to be long enough for tests with the micro 

mechanical device. In addition, the sample clamping technique needs to be improved 

for nanowires with smaller diameters (less than 100nm). 
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(2) Perform in situ tensile testing on larger diameter Ni and Au nanowires inside TEM. 

While we can observe morphology evolution in SEM, TEM imaging (with 

appropriate orientation) can provide much more information about the change in 

crystalline structures and reveal the underlying deformation mechanisms. 

(3) Perform in situ quantitative mechanical and electrical measurements for Ni 

nanowires with unique twin structures (lamellar/parallel twin and five-fold twin) and 

compare their properties to that of single crystalline Ni nanowires. In addition, the 

formation mechanisms for these twin structures and how they interact with other 

defects such as dislocations will be particular interesting. 

(4) Further develop cold welding technique into a scalable nanowire integration process. 

Current setup, involving in situ manipulation by STM probes within TEM remains 

low efficient and expensive. However, by combining with other available bottom-up 

assembly techniques, such as Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method [192] for example, it 

is possible to pattern ultrathin gold nanowire crossbar arrays, as illustrated in Figure 

6-3. 
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Aligned nanowires on PMMA or PDMS 

Peel off one layer of PMMA (or PDMS) Forming a functional nanowire pattern 

Figure 6-3 Schematic illust"ration of cold welding for crossbar nanowire arrays 

(nanowires could be initially aligned by Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method [181]) 
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